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1. INTRODUCTION
The determination of the aluclear radiation environment at some
point in a complex f;ystem is a diffir.ult and often costly p!~ocedure.
However, because of the harmful effects that nuclear radiation has on
both organic systems such as m:in and inorganic systems such as elec-
tronic components and sb:-ucturai matf~ri;..l, it is necessary to deter-
mine the environment in all sys~ems that are exposed to any significant
amount of nuclear radiation. This is particularly true for certain sys-
tems which have heen of p·eat concern to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) over the 13.st 15 years. F.xamples in-
clude nuclear propulsion systePls such as NERVA (Nuclear Engine
Rocket Vehicle Applications) and RIFT (Reactor 1n Flight Test). The
SNAP (Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power) pro~Tam resulted in the
design and construction of buth nuclear and radioiso~opic power plants.
S: AP type power systems have been used for poweriniy, experimt!ntal
paCKa~~: a!'" the lunar surface (SNAP -27) and for the Ni:nbus satelHte
(SNAP-19).
At the present time, NASA's interest in nuclear syste:ms is
much less t.han it has heen in the past. However, it is likely that in
the fuhu-e many miss:lons, especially those involving manned inter-
pla."lebry exploration, will require nuclear systems. For example,
a manned Mars mission would be very difficult to accomplish with pre-
sent chemical propulsion capabilities, but almost ail of the technology
necessary for a Mars mission using a ~ '~RVA or NERVA type propulsion
system is availabJ.e. Using nuclear systems for ,~arth escape, braking,
and return make thf' Mars mission a possibility :n the 1980's. One
aspect of the techo.llogy that requires further refinement and which
also impacts all phases of the mission is the radiation environment
produced by the nuclear propulsion system. This report discusses a
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study made of a technique to improve the calculation of the radiation
environment. The technique is called the iterative forward-adjoint
Monte Carlo method.
For a large class of radiation transport problems, only the
Monte Carlo method has proven to be a useful tool for effecting solutions.
This is primarily due to the fact that three-dimensional, time dependent
pToblems can be solved by the Monte Carlu method, '1J~le other methods
are usually restricted to or.ly two dimensions. Monte Carlo suffers
from the disadvantage that as a probabilistic method! considerable
computer time is required for statistically meaningful results. This
limitation can be allevhted by the use of variance reduction tec.nniques.
The research that has been performed in this study has identified
variance reduction techniques based on both the forward "r normal
Monte Carlo solution and the adjoint Monte Ca~10 solution which C3n
be used to reduce the variance for a given amount of comp.1tation time.
In particular, the techniques utilize the fact that the 31.djoint nuence
determined in an adjoint Monte Carlo calculation can be used to calculate
altered sampling distributions (for the source parameters, path length,
and past-collision parameters) to be used in the- forward calculation.
The source Ler m used in the adjoint calculation must be the detector
response function in the forward case. Random sampling from these
altered distributions, instead of tht! natural distribution, results in a
reduced variance of the effects of interest because the most "important"
part of the distribution is sampled most often. The forward fluence
determined in a forward calculation can likewise be used ~o alter the
distribution function for the adjoint calcu..1ation. The validity of these
techniques has been discussed by many researchers (e. g., see
References 1-8). The earliest reference is contained in Herman Kahn's
Application of Monte Carlo (l), first published in 1954. He also
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suggeskd the use of th~ iterativf. forwac-d-adjoint Monte Carlo (called
Method IV), stating "As far as the author knows, Method IV has never
been used in a syste=natic fashion." By iteratively performmg the
forward and adjoint calculations, updating the altered sampling distri-
butions between each calculation, thf' lariance should reduce more
rapidly with each iteration, since be,cer values of thE- fluence (forward
and adjoint) are being determined.
The princiIXlI effort of this study has been to develop these
variance reduction techniques which can be applied to computation
methods, and a computer test bed written which will perform the
appropriate calculations for testing these different techniques oC using
the Corward or adjoint fiuence tn ~lculate the altered sampling
distributions.
The genE:ral outline of an iterative forward-adjoint Monte Carlo
calculation is given below and diagrammed in Figure 1. It 1s assumed
that the particular problem of interest has been identified and the
necessary data obtained and p"e~W"ed in a form acceptable to the
computer program which employes the iterative forw91.'d-adj01nt
variance reduction techniques. A discussion of such a program,
called IFAM for Iterative Forward-Adjoint MORSE, is givfl'n in
Chapter 3. The initial step in the calculation is the processing of inp.1t
data. This step is performed for both fGrward and adjoint data bef~re
any of the random walk calculations begin. Data which is not in use
(e.g., adjoint data during the forV"ui modE' random walk) is stored
on bulk stor~.ge or dRta CHes units such as di~k files. The input data
mu~t also specify the initial mode - forward or adjoint - to be executed,
since this 1s left to the Judgment of the user.
After the processing nf the input data, the data for the initial
mode is retrieved from the proper data file, data 1n1tlallzation performed
1-3
IFAM
GENERATE ~MPORTANCE FUNCTION
PE:::tFORM R.N[)(',.j WALK
PRINT RESU' TS
CALCULATE :lUX EXTIMATE
C~[~ ~ A-MODEDATA ON~6
NOCHANG E TO TH E
OPPOSITE MODE
L,....---- -...
YES
OUTPUT:
END OF
PROBLEM
i4ESUlTS
STOP
175-_
cigure 1. Iterative Forward-Adjoint Monte Carlo
Flow OiagrJ.m
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and the dab put into core. The initial mode, either forwa.rd or adjoint,
random walk is begun for the specified numb~'r of batches and historiC'')
per batch. During this calculation,. the prOgr:l m executes only the
initial mode tyP/~ of random walks, but it employs input biasing param-
eters, if de,ired, to alter the source particle e!'lergy and direction,
the path length, and the energy downscattering distribution functions.
At the same time, data is si-oreri for estimatirw: th£" energy and angular
dependent nUl ,ce in each importance region. Estimates are also
made of some ~ffect of interest, such as the dose at the detector. This
process is continued until all histories have been t.:ompleted for the
initial mode, at which time the output data is written, including the
estimate of the effect of interest and the energy and region dependent
fluence estimate. Tile data used or generated during this calculation
is stored back on the data Hie units for processing and use in the next
iteration.
The calculations performed in the second half of this first
iteration are very similar to those performed for the initial mode ex-
cept that the other mode type random walk will be exeC't.1tc~ and the
distribution functions will be altered with both the input biasing functions
and the er.ergy, angular and region dependent nuence from the initial
mOtJe. The valiQlty of using the initial mode fl'tence for altering the
distr\bution functions is discussed in detail in Chapter 2, and the form
employed in this study is explained in ChaIter 4. Retrieval of the
opposite mode data from the data file; initialization and generation of
the importance function is requi,"pd before the ranJom \Y3Jk calculations
can occur. At the completion ,,1 these calculations, the samfO results
as in the initial mode are output both to the printer and to the data file
for this mode. This completes the first iteration which consists of
random walk calculations in both the forward and adjoint modes. Note
that at the end of each mode, an estimate of the effect of interest was
obtained.
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The ~econd and succeeding iterations are identical in format
te the first iteration: data is retrieved for the initial mode data file,
initialization and importance function calculations are performed, thfn
the effect of i ntpT'Pst and the nu~nce is estimated durin~ the random
walk calculations followed by out~t and data stora~e for the initial
mode The same steps are then performed for the opposite mode.
However, with eacn iterntion, the fluence estimates approach th'3
actual value, thns improving the altered distribution functions and
henc~ reducing the variance of the effect of interest estimator with
~ach iteration. An evaluation of the iterative forward-adjoint technique,
including some general guidelines for employing the technique, is given
in Chapter 5.
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2. THEORETICAL ASPECTS
The fundamental equat~m describing the transport of radla-
tion through matter is the Boltzmann transport equatIon. This linear
integro-differential equation is essenthl1y d particle L.llance equation
in phase space. In Section 2. 1, each term of this equation is defined
by discussing both the physical significant and the mathematical form
of each term. The physical assumptions upon which the transport
equation is based arid which restrict its application are also presented.
Whereas the Boltzmann transport equation provides the basis for
numerical solution methods such as discrete ordinates and the moments
method, an integral transport equation (i. e. Fredholm equation of the
second kind) is a better form for stochastic or Monte Carlo method
solutions. However, the integro-differential form seems to give a better
physical insight into the radiation transport problem, and for that rea-
r-on the Boltzmann equation was chosen for the introductory discussion
of the iter3tive forward-adjoint Monte Carlo method.
Section 2. 2 pr\~sents a derivation of the integral transport
equation from basic definitions. The concept of the emergent particle
density (or the densitv of particles leaVing sources and collisions) is
also introductet:.. This concept is important to the Monte Carlo method
because the emeI'gent particle de,',~ity equation is the one simulated in
most Monte Carlo computer programs. The format of the presentation
in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 follows that of the report by Goert2.;el and
Kalos (Ref. 2), which is an amplification of the fundamental work done
by Kahn (Ref. 1). Section 2.3 illustrates the Monte Carlo method by
an example transport game, and then Ubefl this game to produce the
"perfect game" by the introduction of thoa adjoint or importance function.
Tl'f> implications of these results are then discussed relative to the
iterative forward-adjOint MClnte Carlo method.
PRE£IDING PAGE BLANK: NOT rILMm 2-1
Since the computer lest bed used to v;llidat€ the iterallve for-
ward-adjoint vaTiance reduction techniques is a multi~roup Monte
Carlo code, Section 2.4 coatains a discussion of the multigroup in-
tegral transport equations in both the forward and adjoint forms.
These equations are used to define the proper relationships between
the forward and adjoint forms.
2. 1 Boltzmann Tra.nsport Equation
Th(; Boltzmann transport equa.tion (sometimes called the linear
transport equation, Boltzmann equation, or tr(1.IL:Jport equation) describes
the distribution of particles such as neutrons or gamma-rays in pha~e
space, P. Phase space will be represented by:
p = (x, E, t) = (x, E, W, t) (2-1)
where - spatial variable (e. g. x (x, y, z) ) (vector)x = =
E = directed energy variable (E = (E,~) ) (vector)
E = energy variable (scalar)
(,J = direction or angula:a.~ variable (w = \.8, <,O))(vector)
t time variable (scalar)
The Boltzmann equation is usually written in the folloWing form:
where:
dX
dE
dw
+ S(x, E, t)] dXdE
= differential volume element (e. g. dxdydz).
= differential energy variable
= differential angular variable (e. g. sin 8d6dp)
2-2
(2-2)
(scalar)
(sca~ar)
(scalar)
position xand ener,:V E.
dE
4l(x, E, t)dxdEd~
;(x, £)
~ (x, E)
s
= dEdw
particle flux at time t in the differential
volume dx about x with energies in dE about
E and with directions in dw about w. The
units of ~ are partic les (or photons)/c ill2/ sec/
steradians/eV., and the energy E corresponds
to the speed v.
, ttl t'· -1 tmacroscopIC 0 a c ..:o.3s sec 1011 In em a
-1
= macroscopic seatterIilg cross section in cm
(scalar)
(sc alar)
(scalar)
at position xand energy E. (scalar)
f (E, wi E " w ')dEdw = the conditional probability of a partide
scattering from an initial energy E I and
direc jon w' into the energy interval dE about E
and into the ,::..>ld angle dw about th~ direction w. (scalar)
S(x, E, t)dxdE the radiation at time t in the differential volume
dx aL Jilt xwith energies in dE about E and with
directions in dw a!ld W appearing from sources
other than scattering events (e. g. fission
neutrons, radioactive decay gamma-rays). (scalar)
The fi rst term on the left side of the Boltzmann equation
represents the time rate of change of the radiation in the differential
phase cell, dxdE, a:~ time t. This time rate of change can be CCiUsed by
the following four occurrences:
1) Leakage [w • V«i,!, t)did~]: Net leakage of particles
with directions in dw al-JOut Wand with energies in dE
about E from the differential volume, dx about x, at
time t,
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2) Interadions r;(x, E)ct{x, E, t)dXdE] : Any interaction of the
particles with the med~um at time t in dx about x which
remcves the particle from either dE about E, or dw about w.
3) [08Catterio~~ J r I:
s
(x, E)4>(x, E, t) f(E, ;;: IE', ;;;-)dE •do; , ) dEdw1
A gain in radiation in dx about x at time t d1i€ to any scatter-
ing events which redirect the particles into d~ about wand
the en~rgy into dE about E,
4) Sources [S(x, E, t)dxdE]: Particles born in dx about x'Nith
the proper energies and directions as defined above.
These four terms constitute the losses (le~e and interac tions)
and gains (illscattering and sources) which determine the time rate of
change. Thus, the Boltzmann equation is essentially a particle balarl'"p
equation. that is:
Change = Gains .. Losses.
It should be noted that equation 2-2 ~s not the only form of the Boltzmann
equation. Often the balance is performed on the phase space particle
density instead of the particle flux. The independent energy variable E
can be replaced by the speed, v. Also, the inscattering term, which
includes any scattering event in which the number of particles is not
changed, can be replaced by a more general term. This term can include
production events such as fission in neutron transport and pair production
in gamma-ray transport. When the inscattering term is thus modified,
the source term must be modified corresponding.
The justification of the linear Boltzmann transport equation
as given in Equation 2-2 requires that the following assumptions be
made (alsu see Reference 9):
1) Statistical fluctuation are neglected
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2) Collision times are negligible
3) Particle correlations are ne~lf~cted
4) The wave nature and spin of the partie Ie is m glected
(except in the computation of the cross sections and
scattering kernel, f(E, wIE " Wi) )
5) Interactions between particles a.re negligible
6) The medium in which the particles is being transported
is not affected by the presence of the particles. 0. e. the
cross sections and scattering kernel are assumed not to
depend functionally on ~(x, S, t) )
7) Cross sections are assumed ir.dependent of w
8) The scattering kernel, f(E, wi E', w'), depends only on the
angle between wanti W' (or on w . w') and on E'.
Assumptions 1) through 4) are required since the Boltzmann equation is
derived in the continuous pha<;e space P based on classical physics. This
means that the independent variables, x, E, w, and t, are assumed to be
continuous, not discrete (however, most transport methvds use discrete
approximations for some or all of these variables). Assumptions 5) and
6) were necessary to keep the Boltzmann equation linear. Thus Equatiorl
2-2 can be lIsed for neutron, gamma-ray, and charged particle transport,
but would fail to adequately describe low energy X-ray transport because
of stimulated emission am the extreme tempercdure sensitivity of cress
sections. Finally, assumptions 7) and 8) avoid the necessity of having
a preferred coordinate system. These assumptions would not be valid
for the Bragg (coherent) scattering of low energy neutrons by crystals.
The integral form of the transport equation can be der:";ed
from the Boltzmann equation by defining a new quantity of intert!st, the
emergent particle density (Ref. 10). A derivation of the irategt'~l transport
equation in multigrour form has also been derived for the MORSE code
(Ref. 11) from the Boltzmann transport equation (Eq. 2-2). These
derivations will be dis,'ussed in Section 2.4. However, a derivation
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af the integral transport equation from more fundamental considen-
tions is given below.
2.2 Integra'! TranGport Equation
The following discussion of the integral transport equation
is valid for both neutrons or gamma-rays, provided that the assump-
tions imposed Ol~ the linear Boltzmann equation are valid. Each par-
ticle will be ctescribed by its position in phase space (P), conSisting
of the s~tial coordlnates, x, enerS?;}', E, and direction of motion, ;:, .
Only time independent cases will be considered, but addition of time
dependence is straightforward. Hence, P can be represented as
shown below:
P = (i,E) = (;c, E, w) (2-3)
The motions of the particles will be described by three terms:
• Flux - ~ (P)
• Collision density - I/J(F)
• Density of particles leaving collisions (emergent particle
density) - ~( (P).
Note that all three of these terms are functions of phase space, P, and
not just i or (i, E) . As usual, the flux and collision density are related
by the total cross section, It(x, E), which is assumed to be independent
of w, 30 that
I/J (i. E, w) = 21 (i, E) ~ (i, E, w) (2-4)
In order to derive the t!'ansport equation, it is cO.tlvenient to
cO'lSider the number of collisioi15 that a given particle has undergone.
The rf'!fore, the following definitions are in order:
• ~n (P) - flux at P of particles that have undergone n - 1
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f
collisions (hencE are entering their nth collision)
• t/J. (P) - collision density at P of particles that have under-
n
gone n - 1 collisions [as for ¢ (P)]
n
• X (P) - density of particles at P which have jus: had
n
their nth collision
• X (P) - density of particles at P which are emitted fromo
the source (consider the source as the zeroth
collision)
• C (E IE'; x) aE - probability that a particle having a colli-
sion at the spatial point i and directed
energy ~, will emerge in dE about £
[C (E IE'; x) is called t.he collision kernel)
• T (xix'; E) dx - probability that a partic.le leaving a colli-
sion at i I with directed ~nergyE will have
its next collision in dy. about i [T lxl i:'; E)
is called the transport kernel ].
From the above definition, the following relationship call bt~ deduced:
~ (P) =f 41.~ (P)
n=1 .1
(J)
'" (P) - ~ ~Jn (P)
(2-5)
(2-8)
(J)
X (P) =~
<D
Xn (P) = Xo (P) + ~ Xn (P)~ (2-7)
Xo (P) = S (P) (the source at P)
}(n(i,~) =J C(E"I~';i) "'n (i,!') d~' n = 1,2, •..
~ lei, I) = J T(i Ix'; !) )( (i:!) eli' n = 0,1,2, •••
n+ n
2-7
(2-6'
(2-9)
(2-10)
Note that in Equations 2-5 and 2-6, the summation begins at n ;::: 1,
but in Equation 2-7, it begins at n = O. The reason fur this is that
ell (P) and ~P) repr~sent the particle immediately before entering a
Ii n
collision, ana since n ~ 0 denotes the source, ~ (P) or l/J (P) are
o 0
physically meaningless.
The physical significance of the transport kernel can be seen
!romthefactthatT(~lxt;E) isjust;(x,E)exp[~(x,E) . Ii - x' I]
if the material property from x' to xdoes not change and if the vector
frem x' to x is parallel to W, where E = (E,~. If the vectors are not
parallel, then T (x! x'; E) is identically zero. Thus the significance
of Equation 20-10 is that the collision density at P = (x, E) for particles
entering their (n+1) th collislOn is just the integral over all spatial points
of the density of particles leaVing x' with directed energy ~ times the
probability that the particle will reach xwithout having a colli:..;ion. The
physical significance of Equation 2-9 is very similar except that the particle
entering into the nth collision do\-s not change spatial coordinates, but
changes its directior. from w'to wand its energy from E' to E. Thus
'c' n(x, E) is just the integral of the collision density Urnes the collision
kernel over all directions and all energies. The exact form of the collision.
kernel is much more difficult to describe than the transport kernel since
it must include all po~oible types of collisi0n events, such as elastic and
inelastic scattering, absorptions, and fissions, whenever applicable.
By substituting Equation 2-9 into Equation 2-10, where i is
replaced by i', then)( (i', E) can be eliminated:
n
I/In+1 (x,~) = SS T (xli'; f) c (£1£'; x') "'n(x', f') dE' (ii'
n :: 1,2, .•. (2-11)
For n = 0, we use th~ fact that Xo(P) = S(P), so that
~-8
Note that tte order in which the collision and transport kernels appear
is very im',)ortant, s.'nce the collision density must first be transformed
by the collision kernEl before the transport kernel can operate on it.
Substitutir.g Equation ,~-10 into Equation 2-9 for the (n+ 1)th collision yielde:
n=0,1.2...•
In Equation 2-13, the ortier of the collision and transport kernels are
reversed to that Equation 2-d, as one would expect from physical
considerations.
The relationships between tlJ (P) and X (P) can be derived by
summing Equation 2-~ over n =0 1, 2, •.• :
(0 00
L)( (x, £) = L S C(EIE'; x) tlJ (x,~') dE'
n=1 n 0=1 0
or:
00 G:J
L X (i,~) -"o(i,£) ~ f LC(~I~';x)'J1 (x,E) <It'.
n=o n 0=1 n
By Equations 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8, Equation 2-15 can be written
x(P) =J C(£ i~';i)t\J (x, £ ) dE' + S(P)
Likewise, hy summing Equation 2-10 over n = 0,1,2, .•• :
(2-13)
(2-14)
(2-16)
or:
£~ 1(x,£) =s ~
n=o n+ n=o
T(il x' ;£»)( (i', £) di'
n
(2-17)
2-9
(2-18)
Substituting Equation 2-18 into ~quation. 2-16 will clear Equation 2-16 of
~ (x, ~/) as foHows:
+ S(x, r.)
Likewise, x(i',~) can be cleared from Equation 2-18 by substituting
Equation 2-16:
+ JT(i\i'; ~) s (ii, ~) di' .
Equation 2-20 CRn be written in the form:
~(P) = S K(P\P') "'(PI) dP' + Q{P)
where:
K(P\P) = T(ilx': ~) C (~I£'; x')
Q{P) = J T(xli': E) s (i " E) ai'
dP' := dE' ai' .
Equation 2-19 and 2-21 are two forms of the integral trans-
ports equation. The equation most often simulated in forward Monte
Carlo calculations is 2-19, However, due to the fact that most people
have a better understanding of the collision density equation (2-21),
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(2-19)
(2-2.;))
(2-21 )
(2-22)
(2-23)
this equation will be used in the next section to introduce the concept of the
adjoint to an integral equation, to define the term, adjoint, both mathematically
and in a physical sense, and to illustrate how the adjoint equatIon solution
can be used to improve the forward Monte Carlo estimate of an effect of
interest.
2.3 Monte C::trlo Transport Games
SlJT-'p::>se one want to evaluate an effect of interest defined by:
< F> =1t/J (P) f(P} dP, (2-25)
where t/J{P) is the collision density defined in Equation 2-17 and HP) is a
collision density resp::>nse or payoff function (set! Section 2.4.2 for a
discussion of the form of the response functions). Since the calculation of
the collision density by aualyiical techniques is impossible except: for very
simple problems. one must employ a numerical technique to evaluate or
estimate the effect of interest. The Monte Carlo simulation of Equation 2-17 ,
which consists of estimating the expected value of (2-25) by a series of
random walks based on Equation 2-25 is one possible technique. This
procedure, described in detail in Section 3.2, consists of picking
"particles" from the first collision source term, Q(P}, 0, e., selecting
the s~tial, energy, and directional parameters of the particle) and
then determining the subsequent history of the particle from the kernel,
K (P IP'). Certain restrictions are imposed due to the statistical nature
of this procedure, for example, the first collision source mu~t be a
properly normalized probability function, either discrete or continuous.
Also, Q (P) and K (P IP') must nonnegative. Thus, a source normaL.zalion
factor is reqUired for Q(P). Equation 2-23 indicates that the normali-
zation factor is not the magnitude of the natural source, S (P), for a
finite systf·m. The distributi'Jn of the particle collisions (and any dautz:hter
particles) so transpor.ted is proportional to the magnitude of the collision
density. Thus. the values of the response function, f{P), at each collision
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is an unbiasE:d estirr..ator of Equation 2-25. An estimate, F, of < F>
can be calculated for a finite number of particle histories, as shown below:
N C'1 ] .
F == "If L L f(P~) (2-26)
j==l n==1
wht:re N is the number of histories generate,! and C. is the number of]
collision which the j -th particle and its daug;.ters experien~e. It has been
assumed that each history terminates is a finite number of collisions (i. e. ,
the process is subcritical and C. is finite).]
It is also possihle to generate an unbiased estimator of < F> by
choosing from a different or altered source and kernel (say Q and K), if the
contribution from tile response function at each collision is weighted by the
product of the ratios of the true to altered source and kernel distribution. This
weighting fador after m collision, \'! I which multiplies the response value
m
can be written as:
m K(P IP 1)n n n-
n=2 K(P P )
n n-1
(2-27)
m
==Wo(P1) . ~~2Wl(PnIPn-l)·
Equation 2-27 defines tne weighting functions which are used in Figure 2 to
illustrate an altered transport ~me. in order to define the game prope~ly
the following requirements on our altered source distribution and kernel are
imposed:
Q(P)~ 0 )
J~(P\~P , 1 \
2-12
(2-2B)
F = SUM
N
(sufi)
~L-.-Ji .~ 0SUM" 0
n = 1
SELECT P, FROM Q(f)
IN, '"' Wo(P,)
SELECT k FROM Pk(Pn-l)
WHERE:
po(Pn-l) • ,- P, CPn-l'
P1CPn-0.) • !pKIPIPn-1) dP
Pk(Pkl-1) '"' 0 IF k ~ 2
1
SELECT Pn fROM
KIP\Pn., ~/P1 IP0-1)
wn '"' wOol W,(pJPn-t)
NO YES F. • wn-l
f (P0-1 )
J PoC',..1)
SUM '"' SUM + F·J
Figure 2. An Altered Transpo:£'t Game
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and
K(PI P') > 0 ~
fK(pl P')dP == Pt (P'):C; 1 )
(2-29)
Equations 2-28 assure that the source term is a properly normalized
probability t. nction. Equations 2-29 resb~ict the transllQrt problem to one
in non-multiplying media, thus assuring the convergence of the transport
in a finite number of steps if there exists any meciium which has a positive
absorption probability" TIlis probability, po(P'), of entering a trapped
state 3t P' is just:
(2-30)
which is the absorption probability, and it is assumed that each random walk
enters a trapped state.
As a further modification to the transport game, instead of
evaluating the response function, f(P'), at each collision event, score only
wilen P' is a trapped state for the partide. Such a change in the scoring
technique requires a change in the response function without changing the
eXjJected value. This can be done easily by considering that the density of
trapped states or absorption event. density, which will be denoted by '"a'
TIle absorption event density is rela ted to the collision density by:
(2-31 )
where po(P) is the absorption probability. Thus, the effect of interest in
Equation 2-25 could also have been calculated with the integrand,
l/Ja (P) f(P)/po(P), and so the response function defined by fCP)/poCP) Is also
an unbiased estimator of < F> when only those collision resulting in an
absorption contribute to the estimate of F. Combining this new response
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fundion with our altered source and kernel produces:
- 1 N . .
F -= N L wa f(P;)/ Po (~ ) , (2-32)j=l
where w is the weighting function value calculated at the absorption event,
a .
whtch occurred at ,)J for the j--th particle. The flow diagram of this altered
a
game is depicted in Figure 2. All terms are defin€d in the cor.vention used
above, except the ~rticle superscript, j, has bE:en dropped for clarity
purposes. Now consider methods of reducing the varianct' of the estimate
of < F> by utilizing the adjoint equation.
2.3.1 The Adjoint Equation
Although the transport game discussed above was based on
altered probability distribution functions, no mention was made of the way in
which these distribution functions are chosen (note that K(pl P')/po (P')
1
i~ th~ distrihution function, not K(nrp'»), Obviously, one wants to alter
the distribution functions in such a manner that scores (F) yie ld a
b~tter value of F ;md to do this with sm<lller sample size (i. e., smaller
N). Therefore, one seeks to choose "particles" from Q and points in
phase space that lead to higher expected contributions to F. This means
that one needs to have some sort of importance function, say I(P), which
is at least approximately proportional to the expected value of F from a
particle at P. The with I(P) we can define appropriate values of ~P),
po(P), and K(prp")l so that the variance of our calculation is minimized,
where the variance is defined as
1 (2 -2)V ="N--:-t F - F
To motivate our selection of the above values, consider the
follOwing discussion of the equation which is adjoint to Equation 2-21.
2-1~
(2-33)
Since K(plp') 18 the pr0duct of two rea) kernels, T(xix~; ~) and
, - '\C(E IE ; x ), then K(plp} is also a real kernel and its '1.Jjo~l'lt. is
just K*(plp'):= K(p'lp)
Therefore, any equation of the form
+ f( P}, (2-34)
assuming that J( P) and r( P) are quadraticall~l integrable. is an adjoint
of Eq. 2-21. Defining the operators:
and K* J(P) = f K(p'l P) J (P) dP'
the following rc.ationship is known to be true (Ref. 12):
fJ(P}' K !/J(P)dP = f ell (P)·K* J(P) dP •
(2-35)
(2-37)
The proof is straightforward, req'.-'iring only a revel'l.:i&l of the variab Ie
of integration and rearra.lging of terms inside the integrals. Multi-
plying Equation 2-21 by J{P) and integrating over P and then multi-
plying Equation 2-34uy t/J (P) and integrating over P, produces another
identity:
Jt/J (P) f(P) dP = JJ(P) Q{P) dP
But from Equation 2-25 it is obvious that:
< F> = J J(P) Q (P) dP
(2-38)
(2-39)
Thus, another method for determining < F > is to perform a transport
game by Monte Carlo methods on the adjoint integral Equation (2-34)
~-16
a~ eslimat9 the ~..v€rage value of < F> by:
C
N J .
L: L Q(P~.j=1 n=1
(2-40)
This method is ana10~s to the on.:> described earlier in which Equations
2-21 and 2-26 were used.
One other mathematical characteristic of the opera~or, K, and
its adjoint, K*, is that sint~e:
(2-41)
(2-42)
This is due to the fact that the adjoint of the product of two operators
is just the product of the adjoint to the operatol'S taken in reverse order.
This relationship will be used in Section 2.4.
Now consider the following physical identifications to those
te:... ms which are in Equations 2- 25 through 2-39 and were not previously
identified. In Equation 2-25, the function f(P) shall be a response or
detector fur-cUon which produces some contribution to the effect of in-
terest due to a particle that has a collision at f' in phase st:< ceo The
effect of j nterest < F >, is a physical quantity such as the dose, heat-
ing r-tte, or fls:.;ion per .kilogram in Uranium-2~:l. The distribution,
Q(P':, is just the so-called "first collision soul'ce, or the distribution
of paint at which particles leaving the real soW',:es, defined by S{X, E)
experiences their initial collision (see Equation 2-23). By choosing to
use the response function, f(P), in the adjoint equation (2-34), it was
possible to construct a new method of solving for the effect of interest.
Mathematically, any suitable (i. e., quadratically integrable) function
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could have been used instead of f(P) in Equation 2-34, but f(P) was
chosen because any o~her choice would not produce a second method
of estimating < F>.
The physical interpretation of our adjoint eql .:otion, as given
by Goertzel and Kalas (ae!. 2), is that J(P) is precis~ly the expected
score of Cl particle at P. Thus the right-hand side of Equation 2-34
consists of:
rep) == the direct score at P of J(P) ,
JK(P 'I P) J(P') dP :;: the score after one or more collision.
Thus, the function, J(P), represents the importance of particles at P in
determining < F >. J(P) is comm:.>nly called the adjoint function, and this
t8rm will be used in this paper. The terminology is somewhat ambiguous
due to the fact that choosmg anolhe.r suitable function other than f(P) for
Equation 2-34 would have produced a different J(P), and certain authors
have objected to this terminology (Ref. 3). However, kfl.owledgeai)!e workers
in the area of radiation transport understand the context where the tp.rm
adjoint is used in conjunction with J(P) and in reference tu Equation 2-34.
2.3.2 The Perfect Game
Since the adjoint function represents the importance of a pu-ticle,
and since ~ Monte Carlo calcul~tton can be improved by <::ampling from P'e
important parhi of the distribution function (i. e .• relative to some effect of
intarest), the 1uestion of how the adjoint function can be used to enhance our
Monte Carlo transport game naturally occurs. To elucidate that question,
consider the following choices for the parameters in OlD' altered transpl'l"t
game:
p (P) E f(P)
o J K(p'l P) J(P') dP' + f{P)
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= rep)
J(P}
(2-43)
/ K(p'lp) J(P') dF'
Pt(P) =
JK(P'IP) J(P') dP ... HP}
J' K(P'! P} J(P') dP'
= J(p}
Q(P) Q(P) J(P) Q(p) J(Pl
-
!Q(P') J(P')dP'
-
<::F>
R'(PIP') = K(P~ 1) J(P)I K(P'\ P') J~P') dP' + f(P')
_ ~P') J(P}
- J(p ')
Applying these terms to the transport gaIile illustrated in Figure 2, the
following parameters can be calculated from the equation whose numt"'r
is given on the left-hand side:
(2-44)
(~-45)
(2-46)
(2-27)
(2-28)
W (P) = ~P) = <10'>
o Q(P') JrPT
W (pip') = K(!:'ip')_ J(P')
1 rt'(l'lp') - m»
(2-4'7\
(2-4€'
As shown in Figure 2, the weight of the transported particle
is gIven by
2-19
(2-49)
SUbstituting Equation 2-48 into Equation 2-49 yields
or
Then it follows that
From Figure 2, wI is given by
Substituting Equations 2-47 and 2-52 into Equation 2-51 yields
w J(P ) =W (Pt ) J(P t) = <7> •n n 0
Now returning to the transport game, if the particle entered a trapped
state of the (n + l)th collision, then the score, F, would be
F = w f(P )/p (P) •
n non
But from Equation ~-43, J'P) can be represented by
J(P) = f{P}
P (P)
o
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(2-50)
(2-51)
(2-52)
(2-53)
(2-54)
(2-55)
Hence, substituting Equation i, - 55 ir:.to Equation 2- 54 yields
F w J(p ~
n
(2-56)
But from Equation 2-f.J, w J(P} ) = <F>, hence
n !l
F = <F> (2-57)
In other words, the exact answer can be obtained from the
result of the transport game with only one particle. All that is required
is that the particle be transported until it rE"a.ches a trapped state. The
variance then is obviously zero, and thus, the game played was a perfect
game.
However. consider the assumption made to get ttte values of
po(P),- p, (P), Q(P), and K(pIP'), that is, that J(P) iE known. It was also
assumed that <F>was essentially known in Equation 2-45, bec.ause ifJ(P) is
known, then since Q( P) is also kI,own or can be easily calculated, < F :>
can be found by integrating Equation 2-25 by either analytical JT numerical
technique (i. e., Monte Carlo is no longer needed). Obviously, if one
desires to solve for <F:>o by forward Monte Carlo, then J(P; will prw-
ably not be known. One possibility is to replace J( P) by some approxi-
mate importance function, I(P). Then the altered probability distribu-
tiOT. functions can be found by
p (P) =
o
PI(1') =
f{P}
f K~P'IP) I(P/~ dP' + f(P)
1 - P (?)
o
2-21
(2-58)
(2-59)
Q<P) = -.....--..:.......:....~:.......:-_--
~P'
(2-60)
___K-"..(P_I Pi) I(P)
I (P')
(2-61)
Another possibility to compute the altf'r€d probability distribu-
tion functions is to solve for J(P} and l/J(P) iteratively, using the values of
one to define better distriL:'.Jt:on iunctions for the other, since if l/!(P) were
known exactly, a perfect gamt could also he constructed for the adjoint
Monte Carlo solution. This proceck1re is called the iterative forwuod-adjoint
Monte Carlo method, and the thf,oretical validity of this method has been
demonstrated above,
2.3.3 Importance and Bias Samp1in~
In the previous subsection, the concept: of an importance function
was introduced, including the use of th~t importance function to alter a
phyically derived distribution function with the new distribution being
sampled to construct the history of our particles. Altering the distri-
butions functions, that is, the kernel, K(P I PI), and the first collided
source, Q(P), lead to much (tl"eater efficiency of our calculation for the
given transport game. This process, known as importance sampling, was
d:scussed using the familiar q'J::mtity, "'(P). t:he collision density. For the
remainder of this discussion of importance sampling, the erner lent particle
density, X(P). 'Nill be the quantity of interest. Although this quantity is
used less frequently in nuclear engineering, it is much easier to work
wl~h in Monte Carlo. Thus, the integral emergent Plrticle density equation,
a~ lriveil bY Eauati~n 2-19. can be written~
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where
X{P) S(P) + J CT(P IP') X{P') dP' (2-62)
CT(P IP') '" c(EI~'; x) T(ilx'; E') . (2-63 )
Note that the new kernel, CT{Pj P!) is r.ot the same as th~ kernel, K(plp'),
defiDed by Equation 3-20. CT{P/P') requires that the tra..'1sport kernel b4?
applied before the ~ollision kernel, a ;JroCl:SS which is reversed in K{P ip').
A given effect of interest (A), such as energy deposition, biological dosp. or
particle flux, can be calculated by:
A = Jg(P) x"(:P} dP , (2-64)
(2-65)
where g{P} is the response or payoff fu'lction for particles emerging from
a collision at P in phase space.
N)w consider an arbitrary, but positive, function, I{P), which
shall be called an importance function. Multiplying Equation 2-62 by I{P)/N,
where N is the normalization factor of the altered ttOUi'CC, givp.n byJI(P) S(P) d(P), yields:
X<P) = ~P) + f X(P') CT(PIP') dP'
where:
X<P) = x(P) I(P)/N
~P) = S(P) I(P)/N ,
C1-'(PIP') = CT(PIP') I{P)/I(P').
Hence, ~ can be evaluated by:
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(2-66)
(2-8'7)
(2-68)
with:
>< = J g(P) x(P) dP ,
g(P) = N' g(P) / rep)
(2-69)
(2-70)
It roes not appea.r that any improvement has been made by
calculating A by Equation 2-69 than by Equation 2-64, since only a change
in notation has occurred. But in the previous section, the use of j}e adjoint
as the importance function ~resulted in a game with zero variance for one
his~ory. TheL ~iore, it seems reasonabie that a choice of I(P) that approxi-
mate~ J{P) should lead to re<ilced variance. Many studiez support this con-
clu3ion (see References 1-7).
An alternate technique which is similar brlt is based more on
physical intuition is that of bias sampling. In biafj sampling, an altered
dist.ril'ution, such as the source distribution, S'IP), or the kernel CT' (P IP')
is used on the basis of an understanding of the physics of the problem and
how it relates to the mathematical procedlre. In the Monte Carlo game, a
source particle is selected from Step) and then weighted by the ratio of S(P) to
S'{P). Transport and collision parameters are ba&ed on the altered kernel
CT'(P\P'). Letting X'(P) be the weight density of particles emerging from
collisions and sources at P, then,
where
x'(P) S'(P) • Wo(P) + J x'(P') CT' (Pip')· w(plp') dP"
(2-71~
.and
wo{P) = S(P)/S'(P) ,
w(plp') = CT(pl pt)/CT' (PIp') .
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(2-72)
(2-73)
SubstitutlOn of Equation 2-72 and 2-73 into 2-71 yields:
X' (P) - S(P) +f X' (P) CT (P IP', d?
which proves that X(P) and x'(I I are Lhmtical, hence a solution of Equation
2-71 is also a solution of 2-62. Thp. ,.-nly restrictions on our altered dis-
tributions is that all mathematical expressions must be defined over the
entire phase space, with the indeterminate, ~, defined as O.
The techniques which have been developed if.' this research employ
aspects of both importance and bias sampling. This is done by using the
importance function to alter the soorce energy and angular distribution func-
tions, the transport kernel, and the collision kernel, then correcting the
weight of the particles at each step as :a.n bias sampling. For the forward
Monte Carlo claculation, this importance :':un::tion is based on both the
adjoint function and input bi3.3ing parameters which allows the use of the
researchers physical intuition to enhance the variance redlction schemes.
The equivalent technique is available for the adjoint mode calculation. ThuE:,
the advantages of both importance and biasing are induded in the techniques
developed. These teclmiques are discussed in detail in Sections 3 through 5.
~. 4 Multigroup Integral Transport Equations
The computer code from which the test bed for determining
the val idity of the iterative forward-adjoints variance reduction te(~h­
niques was derived is MORSE (Ref. 11,13,14). MORSE is a multigroup
Monte Carlo transport code, which means that multigroup cross s'!ction
are used. Because of the =:trong inte:-action which ~ccurs between the
forward and adjoint calculations in the variance reduction techniques,
an understanding of the multi~ou9 integral equations which are be-
ing solved by Monte Carlo is essential. In this section, these equations
are discussed in considerable detail. The beginning point for this dis-
cussion will be Equation 2-2, the Boltzmann transport Equation. The
primary emphasis will be placed on those areas where this research
has deviated from the efforts of other r~searcherssuch as Irving in
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Re:[erence 10, Strak&r, et. al., in Reference 6, and Solomito in Reference
15 and how the quantities used in the importance function are derived.
For a complete derivation of these equations, Appendix A of ReferPllce
6 should b-:! consulted, althou~h certain exceptions will be noted in this
s/?chon and AppendiX n to that work.
The time dependence of radiatian tr1.nsport is handled very
straightforward in Monte Carlo calculations. Each particle is given an
mitial age at the source and the age at some subsequent Hme is calcu-
lated by a knowledge of the particle's speed and distance traveled.
Therefore, cunsider the time-independent integro-difIerential form of
the Boltzmann transport equation:
z:, • V q>(.x,E, w) + It(x,E) ¢(i,E, w) :: S (i,E, w)
(2-75)
where all terms are the same as defined in Section 2-1, except for
the assumption of steady state .:onditions. The multigroup form of
Equation 3-75 is obtained tty . tegrating over pre-selected energy
intervals, .\ E , where:g
tiE = E - Eg g g+1'
the energy width of the gth group with the highest energy group being
defined as group 1. Obviously, the sum over all groups, say from
1 to N, must be identical to the ener.gy from O~n E
t
. The resulting
equatltin is:
~. V~g(i,~) + Ir (x) epg (i, (;) = Sg (i,~)
(2-76)
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where:
E
¢f!; (x,~) ~ S ~ ep (x,E,w) dE,
Eg+1
_ the multigroup (0:- ~roup) angular flux for group g;
E
Sg (x,w) =f g Sex, E, w) dE,
E g+J
:= the group source for group g;
Ef i.t (x, E,w)¢ (x, E, w)dE ,
! r(x) =_~~+_1 _
cp (x, w)g
energy-averaged total cross section for group g:
(1: g (x) is defined similar~y),
s
and
(2-77)
(2-78)
(2-79)
- group g'to group g transfer probability.
In Equation 2-76, the summation frOD'. g' allo\Vs both upscatterin['; into higher
energy groups and downscattering in lower energy groups, although only
downscattering is important for the problems being considered.
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The right -hand side of Equation 2 -76 is just the expected
number of particles leaving so..u-cp or collision events (per unit volume
solid angle and time) about ~ and n whose energies lie in energy r;roup
g. This is the definition of the group emergent IXLrticle density, Xg (x,w),
which yiet. the following identity:
~-'f ' g-g'
X (i,w) -= S (x,w) +fT I~(iYP ,(x,;;/jt (wIZI~dw' (2-81\g g g g
2.4.1 Forward Multigroup Integral Equations
Transformation of Equation 2-76 into integral form is
accomplished by expressing the leakage term in terms of a ~patial
variable, R (as illustrated in Figure 3):
x' == i - R W
where x is a fixed point in space and x' is arbitrary. Taking the
total derivative of cl>g (x, ~) with respect to R yj~lds:
d t/' (x w) _ d ~g dx ... d¢g dy ... ~ dzcm- g , - ax dR 11Y OR em
== _ cos a d¢ g - cos f3 d cI> ..K - COB Y~ ,
dx dy dz
Where a, II, and yare the angles between dR (which is along c:; )
and the x, y and z axis, respectively. Thus:
Substituting the above equation and (2-81) into Equation (2-76) for
the point, i' , yields:
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(2-82)
(2-83)
(2-84)
zFigure 3. Geometry for Leakage Term
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w
f ~!! - - ,- ... (x - R'w) dR. (8 \Introducting the integrating factor, e 0 t ,lOto 2- 4,
then multiplying by dR and integrating from R=O to R= 00 results
in:
or
R
CD Jg (- ,- ,
-- J - !ot x - R w)dR - --¢g(x, w) = e Xg(x -R<'J, w) dR,
o
R001 g'(- ,-
_ _ _ ~ x - R w) dR' _ __
¢g(x,w) =f e t J Sg(X-Rw,w)
o
(2-85)
+~J~·(X - Rw) ef> ,(i- RZ,Jr) ~-g(c: l w· )~,} dR. (2-86)
g g
Equation 2- 'J 6 is called the multigroup integral flux equation or
the integral flux density equation. Equation 2-85, and hence
(2-86), can be generalized by performing o~:tr integration over
all spatial points, x', by using the propertif:s of the Dirac delta
function (see Reference 16) and the differential volume element
dX' about the point x' :
where
dx' :: R2 sin 8' dO' d./ dR
I - -'\R ~ iX-x
(2-87)
thus: -x
tP. (x, c:,) =fe f 2 tg (i" )ds X (x', J> 8 (c~. ;/- 1 ) dx'g x' g R~' (2-89)
wherJ> the anl!Ular direction vector from any arbitrary x'to the fixed
point x is defined as C:l'(note the chan~e ~n definition) and the integral
from i' to X'is along the straight line path, S, which contains the spatial
points, i~ This intetzral will also be represented by f~r (x - R'w') dR'.
o
From Equations 2-88 and 2-&1, a multigroup integral
emergent particle density €'fIuation can be :~onstructed in a form
",nalogous to Equation 2-19;
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,g(-
-- '(J1.6 X)
S (X,(JJ) +~) ~
g g' ~t (X)
.~f(x) e -!R:t' ix - R' W' )dR' xg,(i ,W')<Ji' <tW'
where eli' Is defined as R2 d~"dR (see Figure 4), 1'h( group dependent
1{erm~ls are just:
(2-89)
"
(2-90)
and SR ,g(-) - Itg(X-R'w')dRI.t x eO· (2-91)
However, because of the difficulty in maintaining a cOnslstt:llt
notation ~et due to the change of variables of integration for
different integral equations (such as the flux density and the
emergent particle density equation) subsequent equations will
not use the kernel notation unless that meaning is completely
unambiguous. Thus, Equation 2-89 will be written:
f g-g'C -, ':';\Xg (i, w) ~ s (i,;;') +~ Is ,X:WI "i.Lg g WI 1.£ (x)
00
f g'(-• ~t x)
o
R If g(- '~'I. x-R _ _,_ _,C- 0 t ><tx-Rw w~w d-0
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, (2-92)
lw
J-------------y
Figure 4. Integral Transport Equation Geometry l-7NDI
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with til<' ~('atterilltt crot1R sertion lhld denoted by thf' tf'rm.
~g-g'(x ;wl~1 .
s
It is also possn")le to write the multigroup collision density
equation, as shown below. Defining the multigroup collision density by:
(2-93)
(2-94)
-
~~f ~ g' ... g' (;. w· t I w- " )\(i-R'w')dR'~ ~1 "A, t/J,(i',w")dt;J"dR.
g' If(i') g
( - -') ~g(-)tP (- -I)"'gX,W ="'t x g X,w ,
then from Equation 2-85, and ut1ing Figure 4,
R
w JIg(i.a'C:/) dR'
t/J (x, 6") ::f I g (x) e- e> t S~(i.Rw') (Ut
got
R
CD fg
+Jit (x) e -0 It
o
':'he first term on the right-hand side is th\~ first collision source in the
I?:-th enerfO' group and the second term is the It!'OUp form of the K(PIP;
kernei, where P is defined as (i. EO) and p# is (i',!". The similarity
to equati0n 2-20 is obvious. The u:Je of th~ double prime on the angular
variable is ner.ess~ry to maintain the ~metry notation shown in Figure
4. However, should the vector entering a colliston at i from x' be rede ~
fin€,(f :lS w', then Zol' can be redefined as W , and the resulting equation is
then in a mr>re standard form.
2.4.2 The Effect of Interest
In Section 2. S. the 801uti0n of Equation 2-25, < F >, could be
estimated by performl~a Monte Carlo traosPJrt game based on the
collision dens'ty, '" (P). < F > was identified as the effect of \nterest.
The effects of !nterest is some qua~tity such AS lhe Henderson tissue
dose at a deteetor, the total energy deposited \n a given volume, or the
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p.ne~ bJ flux through a bounded surface. Equation 2-25 shows one wa.y
in which the effect of interest can be calculated. The response function,
f(P), is the payoff per unit collision density at P. In multigroup notation,
the response function shall be denoted by R t/J (i,~,), which is defined asg
the response function of the effect of interest due to the particle collision
density at i and inwfor group g.
Due to the simple relationship between the flux and the collision
density (Equation 2 -4), the payoff functkn ior a unit angular nux at i in ~
for group g, 4> (i,;:') , is just:g
= If (x) R';' (x, w).g (2-95 \
The response function is most often given for the unit an~lar nux,
since it is usually normalised to the number of particles per centi-
meter squar-ed (e. g. rad/ (neutron cm2), For general use, the response
function can be a function of position, energy, angular direction and time.
However, the response function is usually iridependent l)f the I:article
direction and age, with the response beinF; defined as Lero everywhere
except at the detector, which could be a point, surface 'lr volume. The
effect of interest for group F: can be expressed as:
~ = f SR~ (i,w) ~ (i,C:.1) dw di,g g g
with the condition placed on X that the total effect of interest, X,g
is the sum of the group effects of interest.
Group response functions have been defined which pro-
duce the group effect of interest when integrated over the spatial
and angular (and time, if desired) variables for both the collision
X (~-)density and flux. A group response function, Rg X,IU, can also
be defined so that:
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(2-96)
This ib accomplished by requiring that the grllUp effect of intereBt
dlJe to the emergent particle d~nsity be the same as the effect of
interest which results from the flux caused by )( (i,w). Since theg
group nux caused by ~ (i,w) at some point a distance of R from
i along wis given by:
R:(X,w)Xg(X,w);: f~:(i+R~,~) ¢(i+Rw,~)dR
o
(2-97)
(2-98)
R
Ja> J g(- ,-= e- 0 1:t x+Ru )dR'
o
R cP(- - -) (- - \ dRg x+R Cu, tit X'g X, (U / ,
(2-99)
from which the definition of R 'X (x, w) is shown to oe:g
(2-100)
'X(- - )It is not Ukely that Rg s, (U will be used directly to calculate ). g'
but it will he 1'e'\Iuired in th~ ~ext section for deflnlDg the multi-
group integral trL'18port equation which 18 adjolDt to EquatlOD 2-92.
Alter oate methods of calculating the total effect of interest (). or
< F » will ai80 be discussed.
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2.4.3 Adjoint Multlgroup Integral Equations
In this section, several forms of the multigr'Jup transport
equation have been introduced, including the integro-differential
Boltzmann equation and the integral collis~on density, emergent par-
ticle density and nux equations. Likewise, several 10rms of the ad-
joint multigroup equation exists, each determining a different adjoint
function even wh~n the relationship between the forward and adjoint
"source" term is based on the effect of interest calculation (i. e. >.. =
f111 (P) f (p) dP =JS(P) J (P)dP t Any of these forms can be used
to calculate the required importance function, uut the forms that
should be used is that adjoint integral equation which is simulated
in the Monte CcU'lo random walk procedure in our test bed in the
same manner 3.b the emergent particle del1sity equation. Ii is some-
what sW'prising tl:at the desired adjoint equation is not the adjoint to
the emergent Jllrticle density equa.tion. For t hat reason, this sub-
section contains a discussion of different adjoint equations and the
relationship between these equations which determine the importance
function. T1ue to the adequate descrip..ions of the derivation f)f moat of
these adjoint equations in References 10 and 11, a full deriva.tion of all
equations will be omitted. However, errors, other than typographical.
in Reference 11 will be discussed and corre~t.ed in the following cievelop-
ment or in AppendiX D.
One method of defirjng an adjoint equation is to derive th,~
adjoint to the intergro-differential Boltzmann equation (~-75) by the l·e-
quirement that:
(2-10i)
•
where 4> is usually called the adjoint nux and L is the Boltzmann
transport operator, defined by:
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L ep(P) = - c;.. 'V cP (x, E) - It (x, E) rf'(x, E)
The resulting adjoint operator, L· , differs from the forward
operator in two ways:
1) The leakage terroR have opposite signs,
2) The transfer probability in the inscattering terlDB
have reversed the initial and final direction (w)
al'd energy (E) variables.
L • rt>. (P) = W • Vrt> ·(x, E) - I.t(x, E) cP· (x, £)
Defining S* (P) as the adjoint source term, the multigroup form of
tbe adjoint equation,
• * •L tP (P) - S (P) = 0,
can be deter mined as was done for Equation 2-75. If the adjoir.t
nux, ep ·(P), is used to define the multigroup cross sections aDd
transfE::r probability, then the cross sectiolltJ for the adjoint Monte
Carlo calculations will p-obably differ from these for the forward
calculation. However, if the same multigroup cross sections are
used and only the transfer probability matrix is transposed, then
the multigroup form of Equation 2-104 is identical to the adjolDt
form of Equation 2-'16:
- A.. (- -) g (- • (- - ) *(- -)
- w. \''''''g x,w iI.t X)4>g x,w = Sgt x,'"
S g~g - -, - .J..* - - - t+ I I. (x:w~).,. (x,w/ ) dw.g' s g
Remember that the choice of S; (i,;;') will determ1De the solution
.(- - )of fig x,w •
(2-102)
(2-103)
(2-104)
(2-105)
Using th~ same procedure as applied to Equation 2-76,
but with x' = i + R~ and an integrating factor of:
-f~(i+ R'w)dR',
eO
the following integral equation is derived:
a> J. R1>·(i,~) =Se - I.~(i +R';' ,~) dR' S *(- R- -) dRgot gX+ c.,w
o
j eD JRg- 1_ ,~g (- R-) - ::t (x + R(lJ)dR+ 60t x + w eO
o
,
J g-g(- - -'1-"L Is x+Rw;w w)g' 1: f (x + R w)
The above equation is adjoint to Equation 2-92, the emergent particle
density P-quation, since the second term on the right hand side is just
the adjoint (or transpose in th; s case) of the corresponding term above.
The above equation '.vas derived from the integra-differential equation
and is not the adjoint of the integral flux &luation (2-86). Because of
.- -the ambiguity of terminology introduced by ¢ (x,w), Equation 2-106
* g
will be denoted by )( (i, w). That is:g
. - -)( (x,w) ~g
~. - -(x, w) •g (2-107)
At this time, the source or first term of Equation 2-106 ip unspecf.-
•fied (which means that X g (i,w) is unspecified). As discussed in
Section 2.3. 1, the choice of the sour·~e term sbould be the ODe
which allows the effect of interest to be calculated by either the
forward or adjoint function. This means that since:
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-". JJX' *( - - ( - - --~"- g x,w) Sgx,w)dwdx,
g
then the adjoint source tEcrm is:
)( -- fro f~g(- .-) ,R (x,w) = e - "'t x+R W dR S*(i+R - -, dRg t': w,w, •
o
Equation 2-106, which is called the integral poini. value equation,
can be written:
gL-g - - -,:-)~J Is (X+Rw;wi w ) *(- - -')d-'
._-, -- _ _ Xg_ x+Rw,w W dR.K ~~(x-CRw)
(2 -108)
(2-109)
(2-110)
Comparison of Equation 2-109 with Equation 2-100 provides the
identification of the adjoint source term, S* (i,w), which wasg
first used in multi-group integro-differential adjoint equation (2 -105):
* (- -) - q, - -S x, W - R (x, w ) ,g g
the angular nux response function. It is this function that should
be inPlt as the adjoint source irao comPlter programs such as
ANISN (Ref. 17) and DOT ~~e!. !~) '..V"'ich solve the multigroup ad-
joint int~:gro-dUferentialequations using finite difference techniques.
Equation 2-110 represents one form of the multlgroup
adjoint integral transport equation. While this form is solvable
by Monte Carlo methOOs, it is not solvable by the same techniques
used in the test bed to solve the forward emergent particle density
equation (2-92). This is obvious because th~ first step after the
source particle selection is the collision kernel step, wber€a8 that
step in simulation of )( (i, w) is the transport step. Therefore;g
consider the adjoint form of the colHsioD density equation (2-94):
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(2-111)
,g--g
, • (- - ) _ R ~ (- -) )~f ~s (i:~; I ZJ )
IjJ x, W - X,W '---I -cr-_---
g g ~ If (x)
00 JR 1,g - ; -I • _ __J,.g,(- R-J - It(x+Fw)dR'~ (x 1 Rcu w'dRrf ,"':.,x+ W e C7" ......
-t 0 po,
This equation is the multigroup form of t:he adioiH~ equation for
J(P) derived in Section 2.3.1. It is also c.alled the value, im-
port~nce, and integral event-valu~ eqt,'i.ti':'~l. The designation in
this paper will be the value equation, because the equation can be
derived by defining ~. (i, ~ ) to be the value of an event or collisiong
at i to the effect of interest for a IDl"ticle in group g entering a
collision with direction W. R I\J is the i!'!lmf'diate payoff and theg
second term rcprt:sents all subsequE'.nts contributions. H can also
• *be shown that)( and W 31'e related by:
g ~ R
* - =S~_·gt(X- +Rw) e- f If(x+ R'~)dRlXg (x, w) b
o
•Thus if ~ is tha value for a particle upon entering a collision,
g *
then the above equation indicates that Xg is the value for a IJll"tide
leaving a collision. That this is the case is also indicat~d by the
fact that the source term in Equation 2-110 is R:, the response
function due to the emergent particle density.
Inspection of value equation indicates that it is in the
same form as the emergent particle density equation (xgCi,;;' n,
which means tlaat \t may be simulated by the sam~ Monte Carlo
methods. Ho~ ever, implementation of the simulation for the value
equation soon experiences difficulti~s. After selection of an "ad-
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(2-112)
(2-113)
joint particle" for x; c::,', a"d g' from ~(i',~'), tht- adjoirt particle
is not only traveling in a direction opposite to the direction w(i. e.
from x~ R aito x), but the tr...Lftsport kernel IS not normalized, sinrf>
(With i + R~' = ;c' ):
R • R ,
,.g'(- -,) -J It (x+R'6;)dR' _~g (-" -5 Itg(x'-R ~')dR",
-t x+R(/j e 0 -.l.t x,e 0
and our object is to pic k a point i := x' - &:..'. This obStacle can
be overcomE" by choosing from a properly normalized kernel and
correcting the weight of the adjoint particle by I ~ (i', w}/ >.:of (x, W).
However, this calculation is not reqUired in the simulation of )( (x, ~),g
so ;t would be better to avoid the correction in the adjoint equation
simulation. In addition, implementation of the collision kernel reveals
that it is also unnormalized, and that the corrections required are
even InOl'e extensive and time-consuming. Our problem with the
transport kernel can be circumvented by defining a new function which
is the prod-Jct cf t/J; and ~~, since the introduction of I~ (x)
produces a properly normalized transport kernel.
The new ru.,ction will be denoted by G (x,;;') and will beg .
defined by:
Gg(x,~) == If (i) I1J;(x,W) (2-114)
. --Substituting the equation for ~g (x, w) into the above ~uation yields:
G (i,w) == If(x)R\b(i,w) + L,J Ig(x) I:~(i:~'.C:)
g g g t I~ (x)
m JR ,
. g - " , •f - ~ (x+Rw )dR~g(•. U -'). e t ""t x + n Colo
o
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which can be written as~
R
Jm ~'- .. r g' - - - --. It (x) e c lt (x t" R'w') dR' G {x + Ru.:',w'
o g
dR l.~'
Equation 2-<)5 was used to define R<P(x, w) and the un'ty ratio,
" g
1 r (i)/:ir (x), was distributed in the second term L) normalize the
transport kernel. The above equation also allows the adjoint particles
to travei in a direction opposite to their velocity 'lector. To overcome
thif: somewhat confusing convention, define the adjunction, an "ad-
joint particle" that obeys Equation 2-116, except that the directions
have all been reversed. This 3.llows the adjuracton to travel in the
same sense as the velocity vectors, but also requires special atte!!tion
in the interpretation of the results of this adjoint calculation, since all
results will be in the opposite sense to the value calculated by Equation
2-112. The new eauation defined is:
g' - g(- - I -
'"' - x· 0:' CA.'))'J -s '
? ~~ (x)
d -'w
(2-117)
Equatioh 2-117 will be called the integral emergent adjuncton
density equation, which is in agreement with Appendix A of Reference 11.
However, the approach taken here is different from that taken In Reference
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11, an approach which is patterned after Irving (Rei. 10). The d,~riv~­
tion of the emergent adjuncton density f'quation contained in Reference 11
has several errors, mostly in terminology (e. g. , no distinction is made
between G and C). Appendix T) c0ntai .1S a corrected derivation of theg g
multigroup emergent adjuncton density equation which 1'3 ~onsiBtent with
the definition of G (X,;:l) in Reference 11. Tl.e result ir. Reference 11 isg
similar to Equation 2-~ 17. but it requires consider~blymorE effort than is
required by the derivation of G (x, ~) based on its relationship to the valueg
pqu::ltion. Comp.ll'ison of the emergent adjunction density equation (2-117) Clnd
the emercsent parcicle density equation (2-92) sho....'s that the Monte Carlo
meth~ used to simulate the emergent particle density equati3n can be
used to simulate the emergent adjuncton density equation. Only the source
functions, S (x.w) anc R¢ (x,w), and the scatter'ing' kernels are different.g g
A description of this simulation will be given in the next section.
2.4.4. Effect of Interest and Importance ~''unction Estimation
Now that the integral transport equation, both forward and
adjoint, which will he simulated have been .:hosen, two other questions
must be consid<?red:
.
1) Ho,",.. will the effect of interest be calculated?
2) What functions will bi;! used in determining the impor-
tancc function?
Most of the necessary information for cOIl&idering these two questions
nave already been developed in thiS section, and only need to be sum-
merized at this time.
Consider fi!'st the relationship which was required be-
tween the forward inteb'Tal equation and its l.dJoint, that is, the
adjoint function must not only meet tbe mathematical requirement:.;
but also that the adioin~ source term must be the response function
used to Kenerate the effect of interest in the forward mode. This
uniquely related the following sets of equations:
• collision density (~) - value (~*)g g •
• emergent particle density (Xg) - point··value ()(g ) or 8'1-
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- emergent adjuncto'1 density (G org
*joint flux (4Jg )
• flux density (9g)
0)g
Since the most natural method of cakulating the effect
of interest, A, is:
and the so.rrce term for ¢ (x,;:') from Equation 2-86 is:g
RSOOJ~g(- - ,e-O":;'t x-R'w]dR S (i-R~,Zc,)dR,o g
then the effect of interest can also be exprc'3sed as:
R
. -""SS} roo -f I.~(X- R~)dR (- - -) fII.-~ j eO S x-Rw,wdR
g g
')~viously. the above expression is not a very desirat>le method
to calculate A. But since the em(;rgent adjuncton density equatiun
is being sLnulated, and the nux density is not, won't it be necesf;nry
to use Equation 2-119, instead of 2-118? The answer is fortunatLly
no, since in the forward Monte Carlo random walk, each of the quan-
tities, ~,X and ef> • can be estimated if desired. Likewise, al-
~ g ~
though the emergent adjuncton density, G' , is being simulated, it
* gis also possible to estimate X and ~ *. While this }rocecture willg g
b~ discussed in the next section, equations such as 2-85, which re-
lates ef> to X , and 2-114, rel2'.ting G and -41., provide an insight in-g g g g
to how this is accomplished. Therefore, there is no rp.striction as
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(2-118)
(2-119)
to what quantitites, either forward or adjoint, can be used in the
effect of interlO'st extimation.
The forward estimation of >.. vrill probably be with the an-
~lar flux, ¢ g(i,~), in the Monte Carlo approximation of Equation
2-118, because the refiJOnse function R¢ is the one most ofteng
use,: if' radiat!on transport calculations. F'nr the adjoint estimation
of A, the a(~joint response function most likely to be available is
the source function, S (i, w). This means that the adjoint flux, rP* (i, ~)
• - - g g
or Xg (x, w), will be det.erminl!d in the Gg<i:, ~.) simulation and
the contribution to e£:ect of interest calcuh\ted. This estimation is
based on the fact that:
(2-120)
It should be recognized that while the gI'oup effect of in-
•te:"'est, Ag or .\(E' can be defined for each group in both the forward
and adjoint ('&levlation. these values are not necessarily equivalent,
contrary to t1w maay ~tl0D8 tn Reference 11 which state that they
are. 'l'bi. ~ct ~ - .,. .~atedby considering a two group
prohlem• ....,. ....1""'" are emitted in the first or fast group
and .Mr. tIw dhHior baa a DOn-zero response only for neutrons in
the second or "'mal p-oup. Assurn§ng a infinite. n'Jn-absorbing ays-'
tern. tMft the forward and adjoint nux will be non-zero for both groups,
but the adjoiDt c.ource (I'lr forward response) is ~ero of the fkst group.
If the thermal group effect of interest is evaluated by the forward nux,
then:
since both~ and CPT are positive definite values. However, if the
thermal group effect of interest Is evaluated by the adjoint flux, then
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since the thermal som'ce, ST' is identically zero. Therefore'~T
is not equal to A; , and the forward and adjoint woup effect of in-
terest cannot b~ compared directly.
!\djoint:
Equation lmportance Function
Simulp..t - ' Estimated
Forward: Xg (x,~)-....... --=:;.- 9g (i,w)
( - -)~ -- .--G x w ----- --x (x w)g > g ,
Selection of the functions to be used for determining the
importance is a much more dif:erent problem than that of the effect
of interest calculation. However, it was shown in Section 2.3.2 that
the adjoi!1t or value function, J(P), could produce a perfect game for
the specified transport game which simulated the collision density
equation. This result was investigated even more thoroughly and
ex~ended to other transport game and biasing schemes in Reference
3. Til':: ~llthors concluded that the value function is always a good
choice for importanct:: fun::tion biasing of the collision density equa-
tion. Therefore, it was decided on the basis of the conclusions
above and because the effect of interest estimation required the
same functions that the following functions would be used in the
importance function:
•Forward: The adjoint nux, Xg (x,w), for biasing the emer-
gent }Drticle density equation simulation.
Adjoint: The angular flux, If>g (;c,w), for biasing the emer-
~ent adjunction density equation simulation.
This procedure is illustrated by tile diagram below:
Mode:
The arrow from the "Importance Function Estimated" column to the
"Equation Simulated" column indicates the equation in which the im-
portance functior- is used. The exac\' form of the im,ortance functions
will be discussed in Section 4.
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3. THE IFAM TES'T BED
The principal objective of this research is to develop and evaluate
varbnce reduction techniques wilich utilize the iterative forward-
adjoint Monte Carlo method. A necessary tool for accomplishing thi,~
objective is a computer program which utilizes these techniques while
performing the Monte Carlo simulation of the il ,egral transport equations.
No such computer program existed, so one had to be developed, coded
and vali~.ted as lBi"t of this research effort. Because this program
must be caIBb)e of accepting several different importance and biasing
functions, it was decided that the proper approach would be to develop
a computer software test bed. The test bed must handle, for both
forward and adjoint modfls, all input and output of data, cross section
manipulations. tracking of particles in complex geometries, and
prOVide the framework for the Monte Carlo random walk, importance
function estimation, and effect of interest calculations. A test bed
is distingulshed from a computer program or code by the fact that
the test bed requires the addition of subprograms or portions of a
subprogram which perform specific functions (in this case, the
particular variance redur.tion schemes) before it is a complete and
executable program.
A test bed is written in such a mannl:!r as to minimize the impact
of adding the coding required to perform these functions. This is neces-
sary since: a major consideration in the evaluation of the different
algorithms is computation time, and the time required for computing
activities independent of the algorithms should be constant. Also, the
testing of a particular algorithm should require only the validation of
the coding for that algorithm, and net the validation of the enti:'e
software package. These requirements wer€ ;mplemented in the
dev~lopmentof IFAM (Iterative liorwarn-Adjoint MORSE), the name
of the test bed utilized in the evaluation of the variance reduction technique.
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This section contains a description of the IFAM test bed. Thi"
description is necessary for an understandir.g of the (~aluatioI1 of the
diff'2'rent techniques which will be discussed in Section 4. In many ways,
the test bed represents to the analyst what equipment and instrumentation
represent to the experimenter. Therefore, the IFAM description has
been placed in the main body of this paper, beginning with a brief
description of the computer code MORSE (Ref. 11), which forms the
basis of IFAM. The rationale for selecting MORSE instead of othei"'
codes as the IFAM basis is also rtiscussed. The simulation of the
integral forward (X <X, C;:;)) and adjoint (6 (i, w)) transport equationsg g
are also described, followed by a discussion of the test bed logic or
flow and a short description of IFAM-peculiar subroutines (e. g., FAIF,
which is used to calC"lla~e the im?Ortance and biasing functions).
3! The HORSE Code
SinCE:! there was no computer pro:~amwhich performed the iterativ,~
forward-adjoint Monte Carlo radiation trans~rt calculation, development
of the test bed wa::, essential. One appraoch was to develop and code
the test bed from "scratch", p:icept for the cannibalization of certain
parts of other transport codes. r:owever, in order to include the
capability to solve a wide range of transport problems in complex
geometries, this approach would require many man-years of effort.
A much faster approach is to utilize or.~ .)! the already developed
Monte Carlo traasport codes and make appropriate clF.nges so that
the iterative forward-adjoint calculations can be performed. Those
codes which were considered as the basis for the forward and/or
adjoint Monte Carlo calculations include MORSE (Ref. 11), CAVEAT
(Ref. 19), 06R (Ref. 20), 06R-D (Ref. 21), SAM-CE (Ref. 22),
ANTE-It (Ref. 23), and GADJET (Ref. 24). The criteria on which
the code selections were based included speed, accuracy, reJresenta-
lion of the phySical phenomenology. geometry handling schemes,
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inp.1t and output compabbilHy betwe~n the forward and adjoint modes,
ability to perform both forward and adjoint calculation, and applicability
to the iterative forward-adjoint method. Also, the author's familiarity
with the code and the effort requ'!"~d to modify into the test bed were
cOilsidered. Comparison of the above codes soon revealed that MORSE
was far superior 3.8 the basis for the test bed.
MORSE is a multigroup code which handles neutron, gamma ray,
and coupled neutron-gamma ray problems for both the forward and
adjoint mode. The SAM-CE code system <-an perform forward neutron
and both for,'-ard and adjoint gamma ray problems. However, SAM-CE
requires three separate programs to accomplish these calculations and
it: does not have a provisior. for neutron adjoint calculations. CAVEAT
is also a cude system which handles the forward calculation of neutron,
gamma ray, and coupled problems, but performs no adjoint calculation.
Thus both CAVEAT and SAM-CE would require additional code develop-
ment to completely handle the adjoint calculation. The other code
candidates are restricted to either neutron (06R, OeR-D, ANTE -ll)
or gamma ray (GADJET) ~oblems and only in one mode (forward
or adjoint).
Therefore, the MORSE code definitely is better in respect to the
ability to perform botl~ forward and adjoint calculation and applicability
to the iterative method. The criteria of speed and accuracy are very
diff:.cult to evaluate, but it is generall~' accepted that MORSE is faster
than the other candidate hecause of its use of multigroup cross section,
although comparisons of accuracy (Ref. 25) have been inconclusive.
Only MORSE is a multigroup code, the other candidates use polnt cross
sections. This means that the physics of the collision process is contained
in the multigroup cross sections in MORSE, but are handled explieiUy
in the other codes. However, any disadvantage which MORSE may acquire
in the repr(~sentationof the physical phenomenology is balanced by the
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advanta ~e of the multigroup code in the ease of generati,.,g ttlf' adjoint
cross sections.
Of all the geome~y schemes studies, the co·:1b.natorial geometry
package, developed for the SAM-CE codes, is best. Since there exists
a version of MORSE which contains this geometry scheme (Ref. 13),
then only 06R, 06R-D, and CAVEAT are at a disadvantage to the
other code candidates. MORSE also shows a very definite advantage
over the other candidates in input and outp.1' compatability, since
only a few input quantit.i~s need to be changed to go from a forward
to an adjoint calculation. Only for one criterion does MORSE take
a definite second place, and that is in the author's familiarity with
the code. At the time the selection was performed, the a.uthor had
a detailed understanding of all aspects of CAVEAT, but only thf:
combinatorial geometry package in MORSE.
MORSE was also considered to rf!quire less effort to modify into
the test bed. The obvious choice for the test bed basis was MORSE,
and the test bed name, IFAM or !!erative !orward-~djoint~ORSE,
reflects that choice. The major modifications required to execute
this transformation were:
1) New logic so that both forward and adjoint c~lculation can ~
perfor med in the same run;
2) New logic for inputting both forward and adjoint data and
the temporary sf'Jrage of the data for the mode not being
calculated;
3) Estimation and Ettorage of the quantity to be \!Bed in the
opposite mode importance function;
4) Storage and application of the importalnce funcHon for
biasing the distribution functions;
5) Calculation of the new importance and biasing functions
be~Den the mode calculations;
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6) Setting up an overlay (or segmentation) map to increase the
amount of core storag~ available for the importance function.
Other modifications for convenience (e. g. storing the cross section
input for the forward mode so they can be read from a data file
instead of the input unit during the adjoint inp,lt operations) were
also implcm€nt~d.
In order to understand IFAM, a fai.liliarity with the MORSE code
is required. Many of the features and attributes of MORSE have been
discussed above. Other characteristics that are needed to understand
I FAM are given below. Compl~te details on MORSE and its analysis
package, SAMBO, are contained in Reference 11, 13, and 14. In this
summation, the term MORSE will include the basic code package
(Ref. 11), revisions to MORSE such as those to the geometry routines
(Ref. 13), and the analysis package (Ref. 14).
As discussed above, MORSE is a multipurpose Monte Carlo trans-
port code for both neutron~, and gamma rays. Both forward and r~djoint
problems can be solved w'.th little change in inplt data since multigroup
cross sections are used. All large data arrays have been included in
the variable dimensioning feature to optimize the use of core storage.
Complex three-dimensional, time dependents problems can be solved.
In additio.l, several types of importance sampling options are aVailable,
including:
• Source enei-gy biasing,
• Path length stretching,
• Downscatter energy biasing,
• Russian roulette and splitting.
(These options have been maintained or upgraded with data from the
importance function in IFAM. )
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By employi~ mul'dgroup cross sections for each different material
ira L'le problem geomf~try, the physics of the interaction or collision
process is contain/.'d implicitly in the cross sections. The type of
pa:'ticle. neutrorlor gamma ray, transported affects only the cross
sections, so that the logic is the same for both, except for certain
"editorial" I~xceptions. The multigroup cross sections account for
anisotropi.; scattering by requiring that each group-to-group transfer
has an associated angular distribution which is calculated from the
input Legendre coefficients using a generalized Gaussian quadrature.
Isotropic scattering is handled by randomly selecting the outgoing
angles or direction cosines. The crnss section module processes
the input data so as to produce a normalized collision kernel which
is multiplied by the nonabsorption probability for the forward mode
and by the analogous bllt non-physical weight factor for the adjoint
mode. (This weight factC'r will be defined later. )
The geometry module in the MORSE version used as the IFAM
basis is the Combinatorial Geometry package (Ref. 13). This package
describes general three dimensional material configurati'lns or regions
by performing the union, differences and intersections of simple bodies
such as spheres, boxes, cylinders, wedges, cones, and e~lipsolds,
and a more complex arbitrary convex polyhedron of four, five, or six
sides. Experi~nce has shown that almost any configuration can be
represented in this maMer.
Scoring options include those available in the SAMBO analysis
package (Ref. 14) plus built-in collision density and track length fiuence
estimators (Ref. 13). SAMBO allows an arbitrary number of detectors,
energy-dependent response functions, energy bins, angle bins, and
time bins. The scoring can be divided into:
• Uncollided and total response,
• Fluenct' versus energy and detector,
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• Time dencndent response,
• Fluence vers\'~ time, energy, a.nd detector,
• Fluence vel::, .~ angle, energy, and detector.
Thl' standard deviatioll is calculated for each of the above quantities.
Estitoators for point, surface, and volume detectors are available.
The technique of estimating the above quantities by simulating the for-
ward or adjoint integral transport eqlJ3.tion is explained in the next
section.
3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation of Integral Transport Equati~ns
Both the forward and thf' adjoint transport equations are simu-
lated in the IFAM test bed. The same coding is used for both of these
simulations, with changes only in input data (e. g., the source term and
the cross section scattering matrix) and the identification of the quanti-
ties calculated. The Monte Carlo simulation of the integral equations
is discussed below in a very Simplified manner. Details of how the
specific phase space components are selected are contained in Cupter
4. This discussion emphasizes the mathematical and physical aspects
of the simulation. Also, explanation of the effect of importance 8llmpl-
ing on the probability distribution functions will be delayed until
Chapter 4.
The simulation of the forward integral transport equation (2-92)
and the adjoint equation (2-117) will be considered simultaneously.
Thus it is oossible to compare both the similarities and differ~~ces in
each of the three simulation steps. Table I shows the major e:ements
of the simulation. For each of the three steps, the table defines integral
equation terms which are simulated, radiation quantities which are esU-
mated, and the expression for the value of the estimate. The treatment
of both discrete and continuous srobabillty distributions w111 be
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considered achievable in the ~pnse of the Lebesque - Stieltjes integral.
That is, the probahility of the evenls between xl and ~ is just:
~
Pr [xl < X s "2 J = I dF(X)
Xl
where X is a random variable with values x, and F(x) = Pr [X ~ x] is tlle
cumulative distribution function. Assuming the existence of a set of
random numbers uniformily JiEtributed on the intervcll from 0 to 1; then
a specific value of x can be selected from Fix} by the following !'elationship:
x
p = J dF(X)
-aD
where P has been randomly chosen from the uniform set of random number.
When the above relationship is solved repeatedly for x with P's taken from
the uniform random number set; then the x's will be distributed as F(X).
This principle is the basis for the Monte Carlo technique, and it is in
this sense that the expression "select ..... is used below.
3.2.1 Source Selection
The source term in Equation 2-92 is E:xpressed as !oS (i, w).g
This term is completely general, and its enct form aepends on the physical
problem being solved. If our source is an isotropic, mono-energetic point
source, then the source selection requires that only the energy group and
spatial coordinates be specified in the input. The angular coordinate,
usually expressed by the direction cosines, can be selected n.ther simply
by ~ssuming an uniform distribution over the unit sphere. Details of this
selection will not be necessary for this discussion, since it will be assumed
that the selection of the energy group, position and direction is possible
from a properly defined source term. Thus, select the source parameters
(g' x-, w') from w-1 . S (i' ~') where'
" s g' ,-, .
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W :0L J'J' s (x' w') d w' dx'
S g' g"
(3-3)
(3-4)
The term, W~1, normalizes our source term so that the selection is
performed on a properly normalized distribution function. W is also
s
the statistical weight assigned to each particle whose plrameters are
selected from the source distribution function.
Since the particle selected above is emerging from the source,
then the weight of the particles, Ws' is an estimate of the emergent
particle density, )( ,(x', w'). At lhi& time in the simulation, W shouldg s
be used to "score" the emergent particle density, if desired. This is
usually done by keeping a running sum of the statistical weights in finite
elements of phase space.
The adjoint source term, given in Equation 2-117, is ft.; (i, w).
This function of g, X, and wmust also be normalized so that these adjoint
source or ad)uncton parameters can be selected. Arter the adjuacton
parameters (i', x' J w') have been selected, the adjuncton is assigned a
statistical weight of:
· '"If -«> - -) - , d i' .W
S
-=:'LJ Rg • (x', w' dw
~'
As in the forward source selection, the emergent adjuncton density.
- .
Gg' (i, w'), can be scoreci by keeping a running sum of Ws ~nd othe~
adjunction weights as discussed below. However, neither Gg (X', w')
or )(. (i', w') are usually scored since they do not yield estimates ofg
the effect of interest when multiplied by the normal rgsponse functions
(e. g•• see Equations 2-97 and 2-100 or 2-119).
3.2.2 Transport step
Inspection of the intep-al term Equations 2·92 and 2-117 shows
that the next step in the ::Iimulation of the emergent ~acle density or
3-10
(3-5)
emergent adjuncton density is the transport of our "particle" from i' to x
along the w' direction. The next coW lion site, x, is selected from the
probability distribution function:
JR,- ~g (x - R' w') dR'g' - tEt (x) e a
It is possible that the new collision site is outside the region 01
interest or has escaped into a non-reentrant void. In this case the history
of this pu'\:icle (or adjuncton for the adjoint mode) is terminated and a new
source particle is selected. If i is within the region of interest, then this
transport step can bli'J used to estimate thE> collision density, t./J, (x, w·),
- - g
and hence the nux, ¢, (x, w), in the forward mode. The estimate forg
the collision density is just the statistical weight, W , while the estimate
, s
of the flux is W /ltg (i). These estimates are also made for finite elements
s
of phase space, with the spatial bin being that geometric region which
contains i.
It is also possible to ~et an estimate of the fluence in those
geometric regions through which the particle passes in traveling from i' to
i. This estimate is based on the fact that the nuence can be deCined as
the IBth length per unit volume. Therefore, the contributions to the estimate
of the average nuence in a given geometric region when a particle travels
a distance S through the region is just the product of the statistical weight W
times the distance, and divided by the region volume, V (i. e., S . W s/V).
A running sum is usWllly kept of the product of Sand W for each energy
group and region JuriIij!; the random walk calculations. This sum is
normalized by diViding by the region volume and the total number of source
particles at the conclusion of the calculation, produCing an est.. ,nate of the
nuence. Flux estimates can also be calculated for time dependent problems
by diViding the time range into time bins, recording the running sum estimate
for each time bin as well as energy and region, then including the time
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differen~e in the normaiization term. For time dependent problems, the
flux esbmat€ cillculation is identical to th~~ fiuence calculation, except the
source term is in units of per set:ond.
Similarly, thE transport step of the adjoint simu)ation produces
estimates of the adjoint nux. The statistic I weight at each callisio.. point
can be divided by the total cross section to produce an estimate of the
*adjoint flux, X G~, - w). Track length estimates 01 the adjoint fluxg
during the adjoint slmulation ~~re calculated in the same manner and use
the same computer roding as the l'orward flux. Running sums of these
quantities are caku~3tedby 17A'!'~ for each energy group, region and
a ngular bin.
3.2.3 CJllision Step
After the particle or adjunchm has been transported from either
a source or a previous collision site to a new collision site (e. g., from
x' to x), the physics of interaction was a nucleus must be sihlulated. This
process is usually assumed to occur instantaneously and at the selected
collision site. Mathematically, the collision step is a simulation of the
scattering or colli.slon kernel, which results in the selection of a n~w
energy or energy group (g' to g) and a new direction CW' to w). In order
to make this selection of a new energy group and direction, the collision
kernel must be prorerly normalized. This normalization for the f.>rward
mode can be performed in two ways:
1) Terminate (or kill) the particle or adjuncton with an
expectation proportional to the absorption probability.
2) Adjust the statistical weight Ws by multiplying by the
non-absorption Jrobability.
The second method is the one most commonly used, and is th.,:- method
used in IFAM.
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This method has the etfed of dividing the collision term into
two parts:
~ g .. g' (x wI w')
I;g' (x)
s
which is the same as Le term shown in Table 1, However, in this J:;rm,
the first ratio represents the probability that the collision event will not
~Pl'minate the particle. Reducing the statistical weight by multiplying by
this ratio has the effects of "killing" that fra ctlon of the particle that would
"on the average" tErminate thE:' collision site. Of course, a part of a particle
cannot be terminated in the physical process, but this mathematical
technique is perfectly correct. It then allows the selection of the new energy
group and direction from a normalized function, as shown in the second
part of the above term.
For the adjoint simulation, an equivalent mathematiciIll procedure
is used to simulate ~he adjoint collision term. However, the adjurtment
of the statistical weight by
[LfE;'" g" (X; ~II wtl)dW"] / rf'Cx)
g"
has no physical a,nalog such as the non-absorption probability. In fact,
the above term can h&ve a value greater than one, unlike the non-absorption
probability. Use of the above term does allow simulation of the adjoint
integral equation~01'_Gg (i, w) in a mann'!r identical te, the forward intC"Tal
equation for Xg (x. w). It also allows the transport step to be performed
with a normalized kernel, as discussed in Chapter 2. Only the cross
sections, Which are usually input for each problem, differ in the simulation
of the particle (neutrol"' "''ld gamma. r.ay) and adjuncton transport.
After the adjust.ment of the statistical weight to allow normali-
zation of the collision kernel, selection of the new energy group and
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direction is perfcrmed from the following term:
r~' <- g (x;w' I W)/[Lj"r:" gil (x: ~" I~''') dW"]
g'
The general procedure for this selection is to determinp the downscattering
probabilities into each group g from the ,urrent group g'. These prob-
abilities are precomputed and stored by the IFAM test bed. Then the
outgoing angle is selected from the discrete angle probability matrix
which corresponds to thp sPkded downscatter p.nergy. If the new energy
group is outside the range of interest (e. g., bel.ow the energy at which
the response function for thp effort of interest is zero), then the particle
or adjuncton history is terminated and a new source is selected. If the
history is not terminated, the transport step is performed wHh the new
parameters (g, i, w).
The estimation of quantities of interest at the conclusion of the
collision step is very similar to that of the source selection step. The
outgoing statistical weight is an estimate of the emergent particle density
~g (X, w) for the forward mode and the emergent adjuncton density
Gg (i, w) for the adjoint mode. Of course, the statistical weights can
change from step to step, especially at the weight adjustment in the
collision step. For a problem in which importance sampling techniques
are utilized, weight adjustments will occur at other times during the
simulation. Chapter 4 will contain further discussion of ttaese adjustments
for the tec.hniques considered during this research.
3. 3 I FAM Logic Design
The efficient implementation of the IFAM test bed on a com~ter
with limited core otorage such as the 200Ka UNIVAC 1108 was a significant
problem. Both forward and adjoint data would be reqUired during a single
run. Additional core storage would be required by the importance function
for t.lte cm'rent mode and the nux estimator to generate the importance
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function for the next mode. Both of tht)se data arrays are functions of
thrE>e parameters: positior., energy, and direction. Additional storage
area is required for manipulation of the raw importance data to prepare
it for the next mode calculation. The core storage required for a typical
pr()blem with 40 importance regions, 20 energy groups and 18 angular bins
is 14,400 words for the importa.nce function. The same number of words
are needed for storage of the data which will be used to generate the
opposite mode importance function. Additional storage is required for
marginal probability distributions of the impnrtance function. If scratch
areas are .:s~~ aside for data manipulation, then the core storage require-
ments for IFAM - peculiar data exceeds 44,000 words for either mode.
The tOtal for both forward and adjoint modes is greater than the 65, 536
(200K8) words of UNIVAC 1108 storage. The 44,000 words does not include
stoi'age for the instruction bank and for random walk, geometry, cross
section, and analysis data.
Obviously, techniques for reducing core storage requirements
are reqUired. Use of readily available techniques such as 8egmentation
of the program provided some reduction, but not enough. Data could be
stored on data files, but the increase in run time a,nd input/output operations
to retrieve and store data from datR files during the random walk compu-
tation was intolerable. It was obvious that all data needed for a given mode
calculation must be in core. To meet this condition and to allow sufficient
core storage for the additional data arrays, the logic flow of IFAM was
designed as shown in Figure 5. This design is such that both segmer..tation
and data storage or retrieval on data files can be utilized. In addition,
only that portion of the input or generated data that is required during a
given mode calculation resides in core. Scratch areas of core have been
eliminated by dynamic allocation of data array storage for temporary data
arrays. The result of this design is that the amount of core storage
available for data is more than 18,000 words greater than that for the
3-15
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Figure 5. IFAM Logic Design
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MORSE codes even though IFAM requires a larger instruction bank. Thus,
iterativ.~ forward-adjoint Monte Carlo problems can be executed on the
UNIVAC 1108 without removal of any of the MORSE code cc1pabilities.
Subsequent IID"agraphs will describe the I FAM logic design in more detail.
As explained in Section 3.1, the IFAM test bed is built around
the MORSE code. The overall design of IFAM is based on the calculation
of both forward and adjoint MORSE solutions alternately for a specified
number of itpl"~ti~~~. E::!Gi"c Ca~'& UlVU~ caicuiation, an lmpor~.nce function
is computed and used during the mode calculation to alter the sampling
distributions. This importance function is derived from the nux estimate
stored during the Monte Carlo simulation of ttJe opposite mode IJroblem.
Figure 5 is a simplified diagram of the logic now of this design. Each
process, input/output and decision operation have been nunbered for ease
of reference in the following discllS!3ion. Some of these numbered operations
are much more complex than othern. For example, operation 14 consists
on one line of FORTRAN code, while Opel aHon 2 a...ld a subset of operation
10 encomJESS a complete MORSE forward mode calculation. However,
these operations do iHustrate the major logic design of IFAM.
The initial IFAM - peculiar operation occurs in the executive
or controller subroutine for IFAM, MORSE/IFA. Iteration control and
source region information are obtained by input operation 1. The iteration
control data includes the number of iterations, initial mode, the number
of batches and the number of particles or adjunctons per batch for each
iteration. Operation 2 i.s the input of the forward or F-mode &ita. This
data includes the random walk, geometry, cross section and analysis data
as described in Appendix B. During the F -mode data input operation, both
the combinato:-ial geometry and the cross section data are temporlly stored
on data file 16. This data is read during the A-mode input operatioDB.
After all F-mode data has been read into the approsriate common areas,
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the FAMS subroutine IS called and the data in these common areas are
written onto data file 17. This data file always contains the F-mode data
which is transmitted back into the appropt &Ute core storage data array at
the beginning of a F-mode calculation (represented by operation 14).
Following the F-mode data input is the A-mode data input. The A-mode
must follow the F-mode data input operation, but the initial random walk
calculation is a"bitrary. The A-mOl.:!e c!atCi IS read from cards (or card
images) which are on the input file and data file 17. A-mode data is
stc!'ed in the same areas of cor~ storage as the F-mode data, and likeWise,
written onto the A· mode data file (16) by the FAMS subroutine.
After all input data has been ttld.d and stored on the appropriate
data file the iterative forward adjoint calculation begins. The initial
mode (forward or adjoint) is determined during operation 8 and the data
for that mode is retrieved from its data file. For example, if the initial
mode is forward, then data file 17 is read and the F -mode data put into the
core storage data arrays. This operation (15) is performed by the FAMS
subroutine. FAMS also initiates operation 9, which consists of calling the
FA! F subroutine for determining the importance functions and initialiZing
certain variables and parameters. With these operations, IFAM is now
ready to begin the random walk and analysis steps that constitute the major
part oC the computation. The logic flow for this part of IFAM is very
similar to the MORSE random walk, except for modifications to accommodate
the distribution functions whi.ch have been altered by the importancl;! function.
In addition the data which will be used to generate the importance function
for the 0pJXlsite mode 0. e., the track length or collision density) is also
stored by angular bin. In MORSE, only energy group and importance regi'ln
dependent quantities were stored. l~ fter each source selection and collision
event, flux estimates are made to the point detectors using statistical
estimation techniques. This data is cumulated and then output at the
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completion of operation 10 for the initial mOde c.: the first it'eration, the
equivalent of one complete (but short) MORSE run is terminated.
Of course, IFAM does not terminate, but performs operation 11
of Flgure 5. This operation, executed in the FAMS subroutine, is
the first step in generating the importance function for the next
mode calculation. It is followed by an output of the initial mode
data at the completion of the calculation to the appropriate data
file. While many of the data arrays written on the data file are
the same as the input data for that mode, some arrays will have
been updated. These arrays include the geometry ar"ays, the
scattering and track length counters, and the user bnalysis) arrajs.
~.e data arrays at the completion of this initial mode are then stored
on the initial mode data file, a5 indicated by operation 12.
Since the above discussion was for the initial mode calculation
for the first iteration, then decision operation 13 will be negative,
and the mode will be changed to the next or opposite mode Crom the
initial mode at operation 14. The data stored on the data file for this
mode will be read and pbced in core storage. For example, if the
adjOint mode had been specified to be the initial mode, then at
operation 15, the F-mode data is stored in C Jre so that a forward
Monte Carlo simulation can be performed by operation 10. Assuming
that more than one iteration is requested, th-en the next time that
operation 15 is executed, A-mode data will be put into core. In
any case, data for the "non-initial" mode is now in core storage.
The importan~e functions for this mode is calculated in the FAIF
smroutine and i6 passed to the random walk routines by operation 9.
At operation 10, another complete Monte Carlo calculation is
performed, including the output of the results. This calculation
is (or the oppcsite mode from the initial model, but uses data from
the initial mode calculation in the importance funct\on to alter
the sampling distributions.
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After operations 11 and 12. a check i:; made to determine
if all iterations have been completed. If not, then the mode is
changed again. this time from the "noJ'-initial" to the initial mode.
The initial mode data is stored in core, new irnP'Jrtance functions
are calcul~ted from the previous run d~ta, and the Monte Carlo
simulaLoll routines of operation 10 are executed. ACtf'r operations
11, 12 and 13 are performed, the "non-initial" mode calculations
for the second iteration are executed.
This procedure continues unti I both mode calculations Rre
perforr:1.ed for all iterations. Then decision operation 13 is affirmative,
and the end-aI-problem results are printed. Note that the above
lo~ic design never requires both lor~.rd and adjoint d:-~ta in core
storage at the same time. In fact, the only significnnt amount of
additional data is the array USed to store the nux estimator (WATK).
Further reduction in core requirements is obbined by segmentation
of the program into a main segment and four subsegments, with
nearly 19,000 words saved. Appendix A contains a more detailed
description of the segmentation of I FAM. Finally, the requirement
for scratch area in core was overcome by storhlg data on the F- and
A- mode dat.a files until it could be placed in L.'1e b lank common area
used by the flux estimator without destroying useful data. This
logiC design resulted in a factor of 3 reduction of total core storage
requirement, making possible the utilization of the IFAM test bed on
(he 65K word UNIVAC 1108.
3. 4 Special I FAM Subroutines
Twenty two of the subroutines contained in the MORSE code had
to be modified in order to be ccmpatible with the IFAM test bed. In
some cases, the subroutine had to be completely revised for IFAM
(e. g. NXTCOL~ while other required only minor changes. In addition
to these twenty two subroutines, three new subroutines were reqUired.
Two of these subroutines, FAMS and FAI F, are required to manipulate
the data between the two mode calculations and to generate the import-
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3nce functions. The thir" ::ubroutin«:, ANGBIN, determines the angular
bin for directional deJA!ndent storage or selects an outgoing angular
direction isotropically over a speciCied angular bin.
These subroutines have functions that are central to the design
of 1FAM, and are described in the following sections to provide a better
understanding of the IFAM test bed.
3.4.1 Subroutine FAMS
Very early in the design of the IFAM test bed, it was recognized
that a software routine would be required to handle the exchange of
forward and adjoint data between mode calculations and control the
clllculation of the importance fu.nctions. Consideration was also given
to using the same routine as the executive controller for IFAM, but
further analysis revealed that this fUilction could be handied easier by
modifying the MORSE code controller (which is the MORSE subroutine).
The modified MORSE sl!broutine, MORSE!IFA, is now used as the
executive controller for IFAM, but it calls the FAMS 8~rouHne for
mode daL. exchan~e and importance function controL Almost all of
the data. used in FAMS is transmitted through the common areas. Only
two parameters are passed throu~ the subroutine a.greement list,
IAOJ and MS~. IADJ specifies the current mode under consideration.
M~R specifies whether the mode data is to he stored on or retrieves
from the data files. The value of MRS also determines what data
manipulation will occur, as shown on Figure 6.
During the read operation, the nux estimate from previous mode
calculations is read into the FAI data array, which contains the import-
ance function during the random walk. For the first iteration and
initial mode, where no estimate exists, the FAI array is initialized
to zero. The design of the FAMS subroutine is such that either the
cumulative sum of all aPlX'opriate mode calculations or just the p-e-
vioua mode results are retrieved. Nest, ttae input data is read from
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the mode data file and loaded into iat'elled and blank common areas of
core storage. Only that data that IS required for this particular mode-
is put into the core. This read operation performs the same function
for IFAM as the input operation does for the MORSE code. It is follow-
ed by a c:l11 to the FAIF SubI"Outine, where the importance functions
are generated for the present mode cakulation. The initialization of
blank common storage areas and other variables complete the rea.d
option tasks of FAMS. The store option (MSR$O) tasks are performed
at the conclusion of operation 10 on Figure 5, which include the random
walk calculaEons for the current mode. The nux estimate determined
during the random walk is either transferred to the FAI data array or
it is summed to :l11 previous estimates of the nux for this mode (for
cumulative sum importance functions). In either case, this data is
written onto the current mode data file along with the other labelled
and blank common data arrays. The final nux estimate is retrieved
from this data file during the next mode cal'-ulatior. and used to generate
the importance functions.
FAMS will also print the contents of all the labellf~d common data
arrays which it handles and of selected portions of blank common. This
print is controlled by input data and provide a valuable aid in debugging
operations for both coding and input data checkout..
3.4.2 Subroutine FAIF
The generation of the importance functions which are used to
alter the source, transport and collision distribut ion functions is
performed in the FAIF subroutine. While the exad design of this sub-
routine is dependent on the particular form of the importance function
being tested, several general features of FAI F are common to most
cases. These features are described in the context of thp version of
FAI F that normalizes the importance function array FAI and the input
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energy importance array EPROB on a region basis. Justification of
any particular method of generating the importance functions will not
be discussed unti I CJllipter 4.
Fi~ure 7 indicates the major features of the FAIF f,ubroutine logic
flow. During the initiz,l mode of the first iteration, no flux esti mate
exists, so only the input energy importance array EPROB requires
normalization. This data is then used to calculate the initial importance
functions. The PJllCtiOns cal~lated are:
1. RI - The region imporl:lnce function
2. FA! - The energy and angul:'lr importance function normalized
for each region
3. rAI + - The energy importance function for each region
4. B FS - The biased source energy function.
Details on how these functions are employed in IFAM are given
in Cila!>ter 4. Hflwever, it should be noted that FAI- is generated by
s1.\mming the FAI data array over all angular bins. The biased source
energy function B FS is calculated by multiplying the input source energy
function by FAI+ for the source region and then normalizing. The above
functions are calculated prior to each new mode calculation.
Whenever the FAIF subroutine is called after the initial mode of
the first iteration, the flux estimate from the cpposite mode random
walk must be normalized and storet:f in the correct angular bin for the
current mode importance function. Storage in the correct ::-ngular bin
is required because the flux esti mate Wc1S stored in such a way that the
particle or adjunction is traveiing along its velocity vector instead vI in
the opposite direction as reqUired bV the importance function (explained
in Section 2.4.3 and Appendix D). Correding the angular direction or
bin is handled by a transformation or permutation array defined in
FAIF. The flux estimates are also divided by the region volume. It
should be noted that the nux estimate has been ston"" In the FAI array
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Figure 7. FAIF Subroutine now Diagram
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by the FAMS subro'ltine. Also, all operations on thp flux estimate,
including the angular bin correction, are performed in a manner that
requires n0 additional storage area.
Once the flux es ti mate has been proper ly nor rna li zed and trans-·
formed, the final krm of the importance f"rtcti0n is calcu!ated by a
linear combination of the input energy importance function EPROB
and the flux estimate. The final form of the J'pgion importance function
RI is also calculated. RI is stored j ,1 the unused fission weight Jrray
-I-FWLO nf blank common. Next, the FAI and B FS arrays are calculated
from the FAI array. Thus, the importance functior..s and, in one case,
a biased ~lstribution function (BFS), are computed by the FAIF sub-
routine fnr the iterative forward-adjoint Monte Carlo random walle
3.4. 3 Subroutine ANGBIN
In order to satisfy the requirement for angular biasing with the
iriipurlance function, the flux estimate taken during a given mode
calculation mus~ be stored as a fuaction of diredion. The MORSE code
provid~s for angular data at detector points, but not as part of the
region and energy dependent random walk arrays. Therefore, it was
necessary to set aside core storage for the region, energy and angular
dependent flux estimate array. To handle the angular dependence, an
angular bin structure waf> designed as shown in Figure 8. Also, the
ANGBlN subroJtine written Lo plaCe each panicle or adjuncton in the
correct bin In addition, a 30ftware routine is requ:red to select the
specific direction of an emerging particle or adjuncton after an out-
going angular bin has been selected. AN'GBIN also performs this task.
Figure 9 illustrates hf.w these two tasks arl~ accomplished. Discussi(\n
of the methodology used by .~NGBIN and a description of the ANGBIN
o~i· ...tions are given below.
The an~lar bin structure was tiefineJ t'J defining eighteen equal
solid angle bins. These bins can be defined on a sphere (see Figure 8)
as follows:
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Bin 1 - Polar cap about the tZ - axis which is subtended by
the cone whose pLbr angle has a cosine of 8/9.
13 i n 2 to 5 - Surface areas lying between the polar angles whose
cosines are 8/9 and 4/9, each of which occupy one
r;l1~rlrant, with bin 2 in the first quadrant. bin 3 in
the second, bin 4 in the thIrd, and bin 5 in the fourth.
Bir. 6-9 - Surface areas lying between the polar angles whose
cosines ;'Ire 4/9 and 0 (the equator), each occupyin~
one quadrant in sequential order.
Bins lO-18-These bins lie in the -z hemisphere and were deter-
mined by taking the absolute value of the z-<.txis dir-
ection cosine, locat.,lg the +z bin, then determining
the bin number by the formula:
bin m c- 19 - n, where n is the +Z bin.
This an~lar bin structure allows for the rapid determination of the
bin from the direction cosines of the particle or adjuncton Pith. Each
angular bin has a solid angle of one-eighteenth of the total solid angle
0. e. 2 '" ). Once the polar region of the direction har; been determi-9-
ned, the quach-ant is found by checking the sign of the x- and y-
direction cosine. This e limin" ~0S th~ necessHy for any complex arith-
metic calculations. Figure 9 shows the logic flow for determining the
angular bin from the direction co:~ines.
ANGBIN also se lects the dil'ection cosine unifor mily over the
input angular bin whenever the option variable, lOP, is input as zero.
Since each anguLlr bin is limited if' its polar and azimuthal angle extent,
then the cosine of the polar angle a'ld tlw azimuthal angle are selected
uniformily over th~ limits of the input bin. This can be dc."Oe quite SImply
3-~
by adding i,he product of an uniformily distributed random number times
the angular intenal to the lower limit. If the lower azimuthal angle of
the input bin is A , and the bin width is 6 t:l , then the azi mutha.l angle
L L
f1 is calculated by:
R = A + R . ,c.A l
L n L
(j - 6 )
where R is the random number. Since the polar angle is ::osine dis-
n
tributed, then the cosine of the polar angle is uniformily (tistributed.
Thus, the z-axis direction cosine C can be comfAlted from knowing
the cosine of the low€r limit C and the cosine width A C . Selecting
L L
another uniformily di:~tributed ra£ldom number R, C is calculated as
n
shown below:
c = C -{ R
L n
/)C
I.
(3 - 7 )
The direction cosines for the x - and y-axis (an now be calculated
from the trigometric relations:
A =
B =
cos
sin
2
c (3 - 8 )
(3 - 9 )
where ~-_-;f- is the sin of the polar angle. In this manneI',
ANGBIN determines the direction cosine (A, B, C) of a direction
uniformily distr iouted over the input angular bin.
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4. METHOD.S DEVEWPMENT
The theoretical discussion of the iterative forward-adjoint
Monte Carlo method in Charter 2 demonstrated the validity of the
m~thod for biasing the sampling distributions in continuous phase
space. Howpver, the solution of most pl·actical radiaLon transport
problems requires the use of high speed computers and the reductio:l
of continuous phac;e space to finite phase cells in energy, position and
direction. Charter 3 has already introduced the phase cell structure
Which is employed in IFAM, but it did not answer the import.ant question
of the validity of the fil"'!ite c' lis 1.pproach. This question ran only be
answered by the development of methods for applying the ;nformation
obtained during the oppc~ite mode calculation and then testing these
methods on real radiation transport i>roblems. Methods development
will be addressed in this cha~er, and the result of applying theBe
methods to a radiation transport problem is given in Chapter ~.
The central v.roblem in the development of met!'')ds fur biasin~
')f our sampling distributions is to defj the importance function.
This problem is discussed in Seetion 4.1, where the form, formnt,
,nd restrictions which werE placed on the importance function~ are
described in detail. Application of the importance function to the
sampling distributions is discussed in the order that IFAM empJ:J/s
them. Section 4. 2 describes the biasing On tne source distribution
in both energy and direction. The transport of the IXU'ticle or adjunct"n
is next in IFAM, so Section 4.3 defines various tpchniques considered
for the bb.iug of the tranflJ)f;··t kernel. The mathematical justification
of th.:se techniques is given and inht:'rent problems and restrictions
are discussed. Th~ major problems encountered during this research
were cau8ed by the use of importance sampling techmql,es on the
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transpC'rt kernel. However, since m:lny Important radiation transport
problems (e. [', .. an? involvinf': dpt'p !>t'netrations) re<luire altered
transport kernels, c\)nsiderable t:'ffort w;'s spent in resolvlfi~ these
difficulties.
FolloWlllg selection of till' ,0ll' ion,tte with the altpTi'rl trans-
port kernel, the outgoing enerRV ana diN'ction must b(' selected frorn
the collision kernel. Methods were also developed for altering thf'
sampling from the collision kernel by llsing the importance function.
These methods arp discussed in ~(>ction 4.4. The first four sections
emphasize thp development of importancp sampling methods. Section
4.5, which is independent of importance sampling. contains a brief
description of a technique for avoiding the infinite variance problem
when estimatin~ t!,p response at a point detecter with the statistical
estimation or expected value method. Thi:-. technique was fPquired
because the detector is contained in. scattering region, thus allowing
the possibility of an "infinite" estimate.
4.1 The Importance Function
T~~ theoretical application of an importance function for altering
or biasing the sampling distributions in a Monte Carlo radiation
transport calculation were discus~ed in Scction 2.3. In Section 3.4,
the computer routines which p;£>nt'rate the importance function were
described in sufficient detail to explain the logical flow of the I YAM
test bed. In this sf'L.tion. thE' 8.nalytical and computational rationale
for the specific forms of the importance function will be ¢ven. As
stated in Section 2.3, the importance function was used to alter the
sampling distrioutions, but the bias introduced was removed ::>y correct-
ing the weight (e. p;. , the source particle is sE'lected u'om the altered
source distribution S'(P), but the weight assigned to that particle is
t.he ratio of the natural or true distribution, S( P), to S'( P)).
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The in.itial consideration in developing thf> importance function
was what quantity should be stored during a given mode (forward or
adjoint) calculation for defining th(' importance function for the opposite
mode. The thpordical considC'r1.tions Of Ch~IJt('r :: indicated that a
proper quantity would be the adjoint to the Jnte~al equation being
simulated by the Monte Carlo procedure. Analysis revealed the f·.ct
that the adjoint angular flux, \,. (x, (;:;) or 0* ex. ::;::), is adjoint ':0 the
-g g
emergent particle density equation (2 -92). The forward angular:iux
cp (i, w), is the quantity "adjoint" to the integral equation (2-117)g
similated during the adjoint mode 0. e .. the "adjoint equation is a
"forward" quantity. the angular flux). Table 1 of Chapter 3 shows
that each of these rNa quantities can be ('~timCl.ted by two different
techniques. The fir st technique is based on the collision density
\.. e., v =~t If». The forward ur adjoint nux is estimated by dividing
the statistical weight at a cullision point by the l?;roup cross section.
The second technique is based on the track length in a region. Since
the average flux in a g"ivpn region is f'qual to the total tr:ick length of
alllBrticles crossing thl' region divided by the region volume, then
the flux (forward or adjoint) can \)' estimated during the Monte Carlo
simulation by dividIng the pr')dllet of thp statistical weight times the
path length in a given re~ion by the rpgion volume. Both of these
techniques have the attribute of requiring the same code desigil for
both the forward and adjoint mode calculations.
For a lOven test run. only one of these techniques can be used
to estimate the forward or adjoint 3n(;Ular flux. Therefore. it is not
necessary to store both the collision density and track length nux
estimators, and core storage is set aside for of'1y one of these f gtimates.
The track length E'sti mator has been examined most thorouJ?;hlv, since
it prOVides an estimate of the flux in a ref,tion whenever the particle's
path intercepts the region. alth01.l¢t no collision occurs tllerf'". The
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:rack length pstimatf's art' storl'd in the I FA \'PT sion lIf th£' NXTCOI
subroutine. Tht' Sl~ltLS[ll..\l wel~l\[ USI'l! Il) lilultiph tilt' ll.ld, kll~tll
in each re¢on is computpd at the next collisiun {X>int or at the escape
point. Track len~th data is stJfed in NXTCOL/I FA until this wei~ht
is determined, and then a running sum qf the product of the weil!:ht and
track len~h is stored as 3 function of energy, rpgion and direction.
Division by the region volume is per for nwd for the sum of these estimates
in the FAIF suhroutine.
Storage uf the collision density f'slimator occurs after the trans-
IYJrt step (CALL ~;ATCOL) and iudorl' the collision step (CALL COUSN)
.n the MORSE subroutine. Like the track len~h (lstimatof. a running
sum of the statistical wC'ight is stored for the energy group, region
and angular bin of the particlC' at the collision point. This sum is
divided by the group cross section to producp the proper anr:ular flux
estimate. Because of the similarities between these calculations and
those for the MORSE scattering counters. this data has been put in
blank common imnwdiat£'l..; following the energy and re~ion dependent
track length a fray.
At ~he beginning of ttl(' subspquent mode calculation, this data is
summed with the track len~h or coliision density enlmates from
previous IFAM intprations. Provision has bepn made to use only the
previous mode data for the estimates, but thl' statlsti.:s are very poor.
This practice was soon discounkd as a reasonable method oC determining
the track len~rth or collisivn density l'stimates for the importance
function.
Although the lhporet 1cal ana lysis indicated that the adjoint to
the inte~al equation beinp; si muIated wrrs a prolx'r choice for the
importance function, computatip'1al conside.ations place cprtain restric-
tions on this choice. The initial rE'striction IS due to the fact that it
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is highly unlikely for each finite cell in phase space to have an accurate
estimate of the forward or adjoint nux. For example, consider the
test problem, which has 15 energy groups, 42 importance regions, and
18 angular btns, or a total of 11,340 phase cells. Even if the histories
were uniformily distributed over these cells (of course, they aren't),
ten percl,)nt accuracy would require over a million estimates. This
is an impractical requirement, so a procedure v....I.<:> Jcveloped to use
already available importance information in addition to the Monte Carlo
"adjoint function" estimate. This procedure can be represented by the
followin~ equation:
I(i, i, k) := an JO, j, k) + (l - an) CO, j, k), (4-1>
where
(i, i, k) indices of the phas~ cell for the eneTC'y g-roup, region,
and angular bin, respectively,
10, j, k) = importance function for the (i, j, k) ~ase cell,
a a parameter which is dependent on the number of
n
iterations or histories that have been executed
(0 "a . 1)
n '
JO, j, k) - normalized angular flux estimate from the opposite
mode calculations for the (i, j, k) phase cell,
C(i,j,k)- normalized input value for the (i,j,k) phase cell.
Equation 4-1 ~llol;;s the IFAM test bed to increase the reliance
on the "ad;oir.t" flux ('.t!hicn is the ~orwa~d ancular flux for altering
the distributions for the adjoint integr~l equation si mulation) as the
statistical accuracy of that estimate increase. This is done by
increasing a. One method that has b· 'en used is to define a hvn n .
n I(n + 1), where n is the number of iterations. An,)ther possibility
is to pick some minimum number of histories, say m. then set a to
n
n I(n + m ), where n is the total number of histories completed t01" the
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specified mode. The import:mcl' function thus approacht:s the .Hi, i. k)
value as the number of higtories iIllTPas('. Also. l't'quiring that C(i, j, k)
must be positive ( 0) and that a must be }Pss than 1 assumes that
n
no cell in phase space will have zt>ro importanl"t'. This is :! pntplltial
danger when rnly .J(i. j, k) is uspd in the i mportanc() function. One very
good choice of CO, j. k) is tht' adjoint flux from discrete C'rdinates
calculation where the finito cells in phase space us£'d in the discretf'
ordinates and I FAM are matehed ~s dosl'lv as possihle.
The importance f'lndian defined by Equation 4-1 provides the
basis for altering the Monte Carlo samplin~ distributions in I FAM.
f.s discussed above, there exist soveral options for determining each
of the major p:lrameters in the equation (an' ,J(i, j. kl and C(i, j, k)).
The result vf chosinp; a representative rang(' is given in the next chapter.
In addition, the most useful form of the importance function d€p€nds
on the lXlrticular sampling distribution being altered. The Ilext three
sections discuss the forms in which I(i. j, k) is appL d.
4. 2 Source Biasinr;
Selection of a source particle usually requires that an energy
group, spatial position, dirC'ctiol1. and "c:e b.' selected from the distri-
bution functions. For :he 1FAM test bed, th·' al?,<' is assumed to be
zero and the spatial position assir;n('d at the input source point. Th£>n
an enerr;y p;roup ,I d direction is selected from the altered distribution
ft.:.nctions. While selection of an ener~y ~roup and angular ~in is
possible from a joint probability distribution funetiC'·. thE- method used
in 1FAM is consistent With the MORSE rrCicedure cf s<:'l€ ctL.~ thE' ener~y
group from the marginal distribution function, then se!ectinp: the angular
bin from the conditional probability function gin'! in the above energy
group. The specific direction is defined by selectin~ the direction
cosines so that th( direction vector is umform over the prevj(' .sly
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chosen angular bin. Details of this methodoloF;Y are discussed below.
Consider first the selection of an ener!O' F;roup. The natural
ener£v dependent source distribution is one of the default input options
for IFAM. To F;enerate the (lltered energy ~roup distribution function.
the energy and region dependent marginal distribution function is
complted as shown below:
I'(i,j,k) == I(i,j.k)/~ ~ I(i,j,k) (4-2)
i k
where I(i, j. k) is dehned by Equation 4-1. This new importance fLoction,
I'(i, j. k) is now normaEzed on a region basis. Next, the marg'nal
distribution for the energy groups and importance regions is computed
from I'(i, j, k):
l' (i J') ==~' I' (.. k)k ' .- 1,), •
k
ThE' final step in deC',ning the altered energy dependent sOIU'ce
rostribution. S (i), is:
(4-3)
S (i) == S(I)' Ik (i, j )/~JS(i). Ik' (i ,j )] , (4-4)S k s
where S(i) is the input natural distrUJUtion and is is the importance
region which contains the source. Note that the distribution has
been normalized, so that the imtial statistical weight for a source
energy group of is is given by:
w~ == S(i is (is) . (4-4)
Only the source direction rem.tins to t~ determined. As in the
source energy selection, the importance function for the region contain-
ing the s'Jurce point is used to supply angular biasing information.
Since the energy group and region are imown. then the proper imrortance
function to be used is I' (i . j ,k). Defin~ng O(i , j ,k) as the angular
s s s 8
bin distribution functior., then the angular bin is chosen from:
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(4-6 )
D (is' js' k) D (is' is' k)· l' (is' is' k)
-,-- ". [DO , j • k)I' (i . i . kll . (4-5)k s S S S J
After the an~--:uh.r bin, k , has bpf>fl ran~lJmlv chos('n fI' 1m (4-5), thp
s
direction cosines from the direction vector are determi:wd in the
ANGBIN subroutine, as discussed in Section 3.4. However. the use
o. D(is' js' k) instead of D (is' is' k) for the selection of the out~oing
angular bin means thaI. thl' statistical weight must be corrected. The
final statistical weight for the source is given by:
W f ::: wi . D (\' . k) ;::;. (, . k)s s s' ]s' S lIS' Js ' s
For the special case wher(' the source is isotropic. Equation
(4-5) and (4-6) can be writU.. n in a llluch simplier form:
D (is' is. k) = I' (i ,) • k)/ I k (i ,is) , \4-7)s s s .
Wf ::: \V i I [k . I' (i '\l (4 -8)
s s max k s' JS'j
where Ik' (i ,j ) is deCined by Equation (4-3) and k is the totals s max
number of angular bins. The two equations above were used for the
test problem.
4.3 The Altered Transport Kernel
The T,'ost difficult of the regular Monte Carlo sampling distri-
butions to alter with the ~e .. rated importance function is the transport
kernel. The reason is that the transport kernel is a continuous
exponential function, whereas the importance function is a set of
numerical values, one for each finite cell in phas~ space. The
im!lOrtance function is ea:sily applied to the discrei"(' sample sJXlce of
the source and collision kernel, but this is not the ::ase Cor the
transport kernel. To better understand thp mathematical foundation,
consider the following form of Equati '1 (2-62):
),:(x, E) = S (x, E) + Ie (E IE': x) T (ilx'; E') x(x', E')dX'dE'.
(4-9)
All quantities are defined the same as In Chqxt>r 2.
Now, as in Section 2.3, multiply the equation abo' e by the
importance function, represented by 1 (x, E). Letting:
1\ _
X ex, E) 1 (x, E) X(x c E) ,
a nc S (x, E) 1 (x, E) S(x, E),
then:
X(x, E) = S(x, E) + Ic (E IE'; x) T (xlx':E"1
[1 (x, E)/I (x', E')] Y(x', E') dx' dE'.
Cullsider the following part of the integral te~m of (4-12)
c(EIE': x) T (ilx'; E') [I (x, £)/1 (X',E')]
= [1 (x, E)/I (x, E')] C(E IE'; x)
. [1 ex, E')! . (i' IE' )] T (x Ix'; E') .
(4-10)
(4-11)
(4-12)
(4-13)
Inspec~ion of the right hand side of the above equation shows that the
importance function ratio has been selRrated into the product of two
ratius, the first of which seems to apply naturally to altering the
collision kernel and the second to the transport kernel. For example,
the ratio multiplying the transport kernel is just the ratio of the
imporlance iunc'tions at the beginning of the transport step (x') to that
at the terminal point (i). The directed energy (E') is that which
describes t.he energy and direc:tion during the transport step, as
would be expectsd from physical considerations.
To use the altered transport kernel, S0me method for sampling
must bE" devised" This is a non-trivial problem, since the repreeentation
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of the kernel in th, 'vtonte Carlo simulatiun fur lh.' discrete phase
is:
n -1
T(0- R) dR :.: (l ! 11)": f xp -lr, ~. (R - R 1)
n n - 1 I J-i=I' .
+- ~ (R - R 1I] dHn n- (4-14)
where L is the' i !11portancl' function value in LiP i -th region which the
1
P':lth of tne p.. rticlE' intersects, 'l'ith the collision assumed to occur
in the n-th r"gion. The total ~ruup crn"s section for region i is
represented bv u" and R. is the dist'l!1ce to the i-th region boundary.
1 I
Ihe distance frrJ'n the source point to the collision iJl)int is R, and R
o
is defined as O. If the cnllision occurs in the same rei-{ion as the
starting poin\~. then the summation term (from ~ " 1 to 0) is just O.
Note th<'lt if the: impol'tan~e function ratio in the right hand side of
Equation (4-14) is drop{k'd, then the remaining statement is j\'st the
natural h'an~port kernel, T; 0 - R)dR.
The problem with sampling from }~quation (4-14) is that the
kernel is not in general normalized, that is:
GO
1T (0 -- R) dP ;: 1
o
This can be seen from the fo1l0Winf!: representatioL:
r
oc <Xl Hi i-I
T (0 -- R)rlR =" r (I Ir \ II r"-IJ [,. U (R R
./0 - ,. ~1~ '-i"l' ri - .. - _ j i - j-l)
I-,R .i.1
l i-I+ lJ. (R - R. 1) dRI 1-.J
(4-15)
(4-16\
[11 ~. (12 -11) exp -(~lR1)
u. (R. - R. 1n +-.... J) J J- (4-17)
4 -1 a
• fa i
or !"T(O .. R) dR = 1 + III • I(Ii+l -11) exp -[~ "'j(RrRj_1)] •o 1=1 ]=1
(4-18)
Note that for the special case where all I. 's are equal, then the
1
altered kernel reduces to the natural kernel and Is, of course,
normalized.
By forcing each path to an escape boundary and determining the
value of Equation (4-18), a normalized kernel can be constructed, but
the additional compltation time will be excessively large for problems
with many regions. If thifl procE-tblre is used, then the DeW kernel Is
defined by:
•
If (0 - R) dR =T(O - R)dR/.f T (0 - R) dR, (4-19)
where the integral must be evaluated for every traDSport step.
The usual procedure employed in the alteration or bluing of the
transport kernel is to multiply the total group cross section term,
"i' by a fiDd value. This technique can be extended to multiplication
by a variable which depends on the poElitlon. For the problems of
interellt, the assumption of a region depeadent parameter is l1a&1d,
as shown below. Let:
"i = Ci "i' (4-10)
where Ct Is the region dependent parameter for a given path. Tbl8
m.ne that Ci can b'! energy, direction and even initial JK)81tiOD
dependent. Defining the altered transpn1 brael by:
1-1
T (0 .. R)dR -"i esp -r~ "'j(Rj - Rj _1) + "i (R - a.-I)] dR, (4-21)j-l
...oda.... oormalllatiOD factor of:
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Cjll. (R.-R. 1)J J )-
(4-22)
• i-1 R.
=~ ,I exp -lry C.Il.(R. -R. 1)] f C.u. exp - [CiU.(R. -Ri 1)] dR', (4-23)(;t -:1 )) ) J-. 1 l 1 1 - ,
• tl Ri-~ I=~ eXP-[L Cjll.(R.-R·_1ij . /1-exp - [C11£1(R1-Ri _1)]" (4-24)i-1 1=1 J) J • .
• j i-1 1 l
=L l exp - rL C.I£.(R.-R. -1)] - exp _rl: Cjl£j(RJ.-Rj _1)] ( • (4-25)!=1 I Lj =1 l J ) J Lj =1 '
Expansion of the above equation reveals that the negative exponential
term for i =n is the same 3S the positive exponential term for 1 =n + 1.
Thus, each of these pairs cancel, leaving ody'he positive term for
1 =1. Since the summation from j =1 to O'.wa& previous shown to be 0,
then the normalization factor is the exponential of 0 or:
•
.(1'(0 - R)dR = 1. (4-26)
This proves that any altered transport kernel which is based on
replacing the total group cross section I£i with the product of a region
dependent parameter Ci and --i is normalized. An example of Ci is
the reciprocal of the constant path length stretching parameter BIAS
used in MORSE code. (Note that although BIAS is 'complled as a
region, eraergy aDd direction dependent parameter, only the' one roue
for the starling point of the path Is used to alter the cross section
for all subsequent regions intersected by that path.) ADOtber example
of Ci is the regioD importance function Ii for a specified path (aDd
beDee eaergy group and aagular bin). Usually Ii is pit tbroqh some
DOrmaBatloa JII'Oe888, such as:
Ci = Ill1 (4-2'l)
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or c -1 - (4-28)
The summation of j is for the regions along the projected path of the
particle or adjWlcton, and). j could be the mean free pi.th through
region j.
Two methods have been examined for the implementation of the
importance function in the altered transport kernel. Both methods
use the concep: of total cross section alteration by Ci , since the
normalization factor for the altered kernel is unity. The first method
will be described without including the paUl length stretching caPibUities
a--.raUable in the MORSE code. However, these capabilities are included
in the methods implemented in IFAM and their addition to the method
will be discussed later. The notation will continue to denote region
dftpendence only, since the energy and direction are ft.xec:I during the
transport step. 'nle major steps of the first method are outUned and
described below:
1. Select the number of mean free paths, MFP, from an
ezponential distribution. Both the natural and altered trauport broe18
are exponentially distributed, as indicated by Equation (4-21), where
ei Is unity in every region for tbe natural distribution. For this method,
our nut coWsion point will occur at UFP mean free IIlths alODg th~
path as determined by the altered cross sectioDS. The collision pot_
will, in general, be different from the point at which UFP mean lI'ee
path is r_ched by using the real cross sectioD aloDl the path.
2. Determine the search lenrh, ETA, from a &reseleelect lnpIlt
ftlue. The purpoH of ETA is to de!lDe the DUJDber of mea tne
JJ&tb8 alOlll the projected path at which the importance fanctlon Ii'
CI'088 Hctloa "i' aDd path leagth t1 data will be foaDd. Be,... tIU
....eIl lnIth, the cross sections wlllllOt be alt..ecL ETA 18
arbitrary, bat should be IIUfIlciently larp to "l11li'. tbat more
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tba.n one region is intersected before ETA mean free paths are
reached. ETA should not be so large that the probability of reaching
ETA mean free paths is very small (e. g., 10 mean free paths).
If MFP is greater than ETA, then a normal transport came will
be played.
3. Using the combinatorial geometry routines of IFAM, step
through the geometry, determining for each region which the path
intersects (out to ETA mean free paths):
Ii: importance function value for the i-th region intersected
by the pa.th (i =1 is the starting point region)
ti : track length through the i-th region
Ui : group cross section for the i-th region
~i: mean free path through the i -th region (~i""iti ) •
The Ii' ti , and ~i data are stored for future use. The region cross
section is not stored since ) i and t i define "i' aDd"i is DOt Deeded
in the computation technique. A;;::l mathematical COIlveDlence,
the region containing the end of the sea!'ch leJllth ETA will be assigned
two index numbers. Tbat portion 01 tile 18th tbat l8 between the
starting point and ETA will be denoted 1'/ ID, wiler. m is tbe total
Dl'1'Dber of regions i_reected up to ETA meaa free patba. Tbat
portion of the region beyond ETA win be m + 1, aDd tbat pu1 of tile
path will not require an all.i.'. CI'OU _cttOL
4. Calculate the altered meRIl free PIth thrOQlla each region
bued on the constraint that the sum of the altered m-.n free pat:h8,
~i, equals the sum 01 the real mean frea patlul, loi' Tbat 18:
m m
~~i = ~~i (4••)
1=1 i=1
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where ~i is dellned as:
~i = C Ii ~l • (4-30)
The constant of proportionality, C, for Equation (4-30) r.an be
calculated from Equation (4-29):
m m
C = L~l L Ii ~i (4-31)
1=1 t=1
Inspection of the above equations reveals the fac~ that the altered
cross section that corresponds to ~i can be written in the form of
Eq_tion (4-28), where:
C1 = C Ii (4-32)
Therefore, the altered transport kernel has the same form as Equation
(4-21) and hence is properly normalized to unity.
5. Calculate the distance along the IBth at which MFP mean
free paths have been traversed as determined by the altered JD8ID
free paths 1D each region. This step is equivalent to select1Dg the
distance R from tJle altered transport kernel. The compdatio..l
procedure is shown below:
a) Def1De the .I-th region by:
&-1 t
Y l' $ UFP < L).1 (4-33)
f;t 1 i=1
b) DetermlDe the distance R from the startiDi point by:
.1-1 .1-1
R c ~ ti + t.l • (MFP - Y ~p / ~j . (4.14)i-l ~
Tbe calcaJatton of R conshlts of accumulating the clstallce U9 to tile &-tIl
NI10D aDd tileD addlill tbat fractiOD of the di8tance tbat R aoea lIa
tile ,-til repOll. TIle co111sion point, i, lD three Jl.....loIal .... a
caI-wed quite _11, mace the .tartlDc point, ?, and the cIlNctloD
coet_ of tile patb are IaIon.
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=
w = T (0- R)
c T (0 ... H)
6. Since the above procedure produced a collision polDt dUfereat
from that which would be obtained in selecting from tit, natural traD8-
port kernel, the statistical weight will be corrected to remove the
blu. The weight correction is just the ratio of the natural to the
altered traDSport kernel evaluated at the selected distance (H).
t-l
IJ" exp {fu >'i + IJ" (H - Ht _I )] ,(4-3~)
["-Iu~ exp - ~ >.j + IJ~ (R - Rot_I)]
)=1
where: 1t-
Ht _1 =~1 ti
Since the ratio of IJ" to IJ~ is the same as >." to >.~, and the exp»DeDtiaI
factor in the denominator is MFP, then the weight correction i8 just:
w =c
>.
), ,t exp (MFP - CMFP) .
t
,4-315)
The term CMFP is juSt the true mean h'ee path from the starting point
to the coUlslon polnt. It 1s complted in the same manner u R ill
Equation (4-34), with the ti and t" replaced bY).i and At' respectiVel,.
Tbe above procedure should produce a umla8ed pme, 8ince the
btu introduced by altering the transport brael (Steps I - 4) U'.
eompensated by correcting the stat18tlea1 weight. AdditlODal",
baye been made to the procedure to a.ll~ for the replar PIth Ie'"
8tretchillg. Tbe technique Imp1emelUd requlr_ onl, that the .-reb
leDltb ETA be multiplied by the blaB term (BIAS) in step 2 IUIIlI tbe~
EcpatlOD (4-31) wblch define8 the~ of pI'OJJ)I'tlODalltJ--
lDclade a dlYlalon bJ BIAS. No other Cbaap8 are .-c_$III'J to
implemeat the ue of JIORSB path 1eDIth stretchlag. Some addItkftJ
IoIlc wu added to handle the 8peclal cuee wbere the .-rail II ..
la ......'MCllD ODe repoa aDd wbere an _cape occura. TIle co'.......'
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requirement for a 8ingle region p1th are much less than for the above
pl'ocedure. The logic for the escape condition is INch that the 8boYe
procedure Is used unless the escape would have occurred In a replar
MORSE run.
The seCOM method which was lnvest1ga.tftd for application of the
importance function to the attempts to determine a pseudo-erMs
Bectlr>D which produces the same transport kernel as giveD by
Equation (4-14). This was done by equating (4-14) to (4-21) and
then solving for Ct. 'l'llat is, set:
(;1"1 exp -[±Cfj(Rj -Rj _1)] = 1/11)"t exp-[±"j{R(Rj_1)] • (4-38)j=1 j=1
This equation can be written in the follOWing form:
Ci =(IlIl) ~ exp - [(1 - Cj >"j (R! - Ri _I )] • (4-3'7)j=1
EquaUOD (4-37) Is traneceDdental, but solution by trial and error
seemed feasible. It can be shown that:
C1 =(I/II_I) Ct _l eX'j) - [ (t-Ci ) ~I (Ri - Ri _l )] (4-sa)
aDd C1 =1. (4••)
'ntU8, it ts possible to solve (4-38) recursively. Bowwer,
DOt au COmbtnatiODS of (Illl_1) CI_l and ul(Rt - R1_1) allow. real
eo1l1t10D, eo the UIIe of this procedure mast be eeverlJ reltrlcUd.
A thlrcI procedure which may be lmpJe1ll8Dtec1lD future aBort 111
bued OR Bqaattoll (4-14) dJreetly. As d18euased earllel', tIde"W
I'er,dre the pneratlOll of the DOrmaRzatlOD factor. nla c:u be dDae
bJ forclDl tbe path to bouDdIry of the geometry model, collectl8l tile
track leaIth .... importance data, thea~ BqIatioa (4.1').
It au a180 be cIDDe bJ JI'Ojectbll tile PIlla tIIroaIIl a apecUled .....
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of reglons ItIld setting the importance ratio (li/l1) to 1 for subsequent
regions along the pGth. To preserve ~he same escape probability,
the importance ra.: to for each of th~' specified number of region.B
may be renormal~.
4.0& 1be Altered Collision Kernel
The collision step takes the incoming energy and direction
parameters at the collision point selected by the transport step and
generates the outgoing energy and direction parameters. The major
effort in altering the collision kernel with the importance function
during tbi~ research has been to bias the selection of the energy
group toward the more impo~tant groups. Equation (4-13) iodicates
that a proper importance function is just the ratio of the importance,
I(X, E), for the p>ssible outgoing energies and directiolJ to the
incoming importance, I (i, ~'). Representing the kernel in the finite
phase cell induces format yields:
(4-40)
(4-41)
as the altered kernel, where the subscript c on the indices denotes
the incoming collision parameters.
To select from the altered kernel, it must be normalized at each
scattering event. This is done by adjusting the statistical wellbt to
I.CCOWlt for the absorption probability as discussed in Section 3. 2.
Normalization to accowt for the importance function In the altertld
collision kernel is performed 88 shown below:
- .-1C E (ic' ic " J) = HE • It (ic ' j). P (ic' ic " j)
wbere It (ic' j) is defiDed by Equation (4-3). P(lc' Jc - J) \8 the
natural problibUlty of acatterlDl from group J
c
Into pooup J.
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NE Is the normalization factor, ~ven by:
Na)
NE = ~ lit (ic ' j) P (ie' ic - j) , (4-42)
where Nnt Is the number of down scattering groups. Tbi.. method
was easily adapted to the available MORSE coding with the energy
importance data being replaced by lit (i, i).
Methods to alter the selection of the direction have not been
implemented for the collision step. Work by other researchers
have revealed that the technique of sampling from me importance
fun Lion .suffers from the generation of negative weights (Reference 2'1).
This is due to the fact that the reconstruction of the oaturalllcatteriDi
diatribution from the Legrendre moments results in negative values.
For IIOme problems, as many as 20 percent of the weightll may be
nep.tive after correcting for sampling from the importance function.
Theile researchers are examining the feasibility of altertl. jut
the probabllity of scattering lnto the discrete angles used in MORSE.
This technique avoids the negative weight problem, 8rdi preliminary
calculations indicate a variance reduction for a highlv tUrect1on:ll
problem.
4.5 Exclusion Volume Contribution
The mclbods developed in this research are to be appllelble to
the difftcult point source - point detector problem. Tbill Clul of
tranII)XJI't problems usually uses "statistical" or "teat mpt"~
to evaluate the detector response. However: ~; lese problelDll Iaffer
from the 110 called "lnftDite variant..e" Jaroblems wbeDe\'er tie: dltectar
111 located 1n a scatteriag region. The lnZinlte variance prcblem la
due to the fact that the response estimator has an R-2 term, wbere R
ill tbe COWaiOD to detector poW separatloa. For colblOll .,., ......
tbe dltedol' po:., .-2 til very large, aDd _lICe tile COIIII'tbatloo from
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(4-43)
those collisions dominate the response estimate, and produce a much
larger response than the actual value. One method of overcoming
this problem is to place an exclusion region about the detector point.
The response contribution from any collision occurring in the region
is neglected. This }K"ocedure obviously produces low response
estimates.
To prevent the "infinite variance" problem and at the same time,
include the contributions from collisions near the detector, the
following technique was developed. Assume that the collision denaity
within the exclusion region is uniform, then a collision of polm r
within the region could have oCt:urred with equal probability at any
point in the region. Thus, a collision with incoming energy Ei and
direction Wi which haB a statistical weight of Wi wlll have the
following nux contribution:
W<~(E» = vl-fJlJ.s (Ei)/1J, (Ei ) P(Ei - E, Wi .. w)exc
• exp -[~~ (r') dr'] Ir2 ~ di ,
where: V
exc
= volume of the exclusion region
and 1J..(Ei) = scattering cross sectIon for energy Et "
U we make the exclusion region a sphe.~e of radius R, then:
R r
P(Ei - E>] .tr2 exp -[k(R')dR' ]/r2
. f P (wi • w) dw dR • (4-44)
TIle term in brackets outside of the integral is ).Jst the pMIt coll1alon
wellbt Ws' and tbe i_gral oyer the direction (;; 18 1ID1ty. Tbe
1atep'al onr R CaD be evaluated U a fj (B) term is latroclllcecL
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nus yields:
('16(£» = (Wa/(U (E). Vexc») • (1 - exp (,,(E)-B>] (4-45)
Thia contribution is computed for each collision in the exclulOil
region 8.00 added to the tobl nux calculation so that tbe resllODI.
due to these collisions can be ectimated.
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5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The PJl'pose of this research effort was to develop a complter test
bed for examining the iterative forward-adjoint Monte Carlo method and
to evaluate that method. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 contained a comprehen\lltve
discussion of the theoretical basis for the forward-adjoint Monte Carlo
method, the development of the IFAM test bed and the variance reduction
technJques that have been implemented in IFAM. In this chapter, some
of the initial results will be discussed. Due to the large amount of effort
required to develop, code, and debug the IFAM test bed, valid results were
not obtained until the last month of this eUort. Thus, the analysis of the
iterat!ve forward-adjoint method hu been restricted to a few simple eases
in order to meet contract delivery requirements. It is the intent of the
author to contimJe the analysis of this method in much greater detail and
for a. large variety of p'oblems.
The results discusHd here are for IFAM runs of three iterations
with t'U"ioas imPJrlance biuing methods In effect. These methods include
source direction biaBlDg, source energy biasing and transport kernel blaaiDg.
For comparison, a run with no biasing and another run \\'Jth all of the blaai..
methods cB.sC118sec1 in Chapter 4 were made. The problem couldered Is a
cyllDcler of air with a point fission source and point detector. The detector
reepoaae function is the Henderson Tissue dose. Details on this problem
are gloven in Appendiz C. One difference that exists in the oat.. in Appelldlx
C aDd the problem results given here are the dlmenal0D8 of the air cyllader.
Tbese results are for a 8OUI'ce-detector separation of SOO meters. n.e r8UOn
for _lectlng this particular problem is the eDstence of extell8l'Ve ualJt1ca1
UId a:perlmenlal re81l1t8 that can be used to validate the I FAil resalta (see
References 28-SO).
Table D eoatains a summary of the IFAII resulta for the five runs.
'I'M aeoWded doH 18 denoted by Du' Dexc 18 the COatrlbatlOll of COW8lOlUl
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in the exclusion volume (see Section 4. 5) to the total dose estimate, and
the total dose is denoted by DT. The symbol FSD following each do8e
value stands for the fractional standard deviation, which is defined as
the square root of the sample variance of the mean divided by mean value
of the dose estimate. This quantity is the statistical estimate calculated
by the MORSE and IFAM codes. The UNIVAC 1108 run time is also
given, as well as the number of scattering events for each mode. Two
estimates of t..lte "goodness" of the variance reduction method are also
presented. The efficiency is defined as the reciprocals of the square of
the fractional standard deviation times the relative run time (which is O. 1
times the run tim!:). The use of the relative run time W~9 for convenience
in plotting the results, and since the efficiency is a relative measure of
goodness instead of aD absolute measure, it has no effect on the conclusions.
The second measure is denoted as the u% Error" and is based on tbe
Henderson tissue dose calC1!!ated by the two -dimensional DOT-01 Discrete
Ordlnates computer code for the cylinder of air. That is:
%Error = 100 • (Ds - DT)/Ds ' (5-1)
where D
s
is the DOT-m calculated value of 3.408 X 10-19 Rads. Note that
this measure does not include any consideration for the computatioaal effort
required (such as the run time).
The arraagement of 'fable U is such that both mode calculation results
for a liven iteration are adjacent and are in the same row as the results for
the other cases for tbat iteration. The headings A and F denote the adjoint
and forward modes, respectively. The total dose ('stimate, DT, the total
close Mtlmate from collisions outside the exclusion volume, D.r - Dese' and
the emciency baa been plotted as a function of the iteration/mode sequence
for the five telt cases In Figure 10.
IlI8pecttOD of 'l\lble D and Plpre 10 indicate that the uttBty of the
lterativelorwarcl-edjoint method for the air cyBDder problem 18 ...IUa.ble.
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However, it should be noted that the dose calculated for the first mode -
first iteration, which is done with no biasing is a pu'ticularly good result.
Other calculations, which were identical except for the starting random
number, are not as close to the DOT-nI value as the one shown. The
results of Table n are based on 200 neutrons for each of the 20 batches
in each mode calculation. In all cases, except the transport kernel biasing
-19
case, the initial total dose is 3.312 X 10 Rads per source neutron. This
gives an error of 2.82 percent. The transport kernel biasing case required
a different number of random number, so that the initial total dose has an
error of -13.47 percent for the same number of neutrons. An even more
-19erI'oneous result of 3.976 X 10 Rads per source neutron was comP1ted
lor a run in which 60 batchea were used. This represents an error of
-18.67 percent, even though three times as many neutron histories were
executed. Thus, the appu'ent increase in error from the initial to the
llnal estimate of the total dose is not necessarUy real. In fact, there does
appear to be a sUght decrease in error (and increase in efficiency), but
further calculations and analyses arc required to substantiate this conclusion.
One p;"oblem with the Iterative forward-adjoint method is an increase
in the error <and decrease in efficiency) in the se,:,ond mode of the first
itaration and the first mode of the second iteration. The appareat r8UOll
for this effect is that the importance function is poorly defined due to the
sman number of histories contributing to the elltimate of the imJX)rtanee
function. Analysis of the importance functions generated by IFAM idcate
subebmi.) differences in the values of the importance function lD ...
cells which should have identical estimates (e. g. the source region
Importanee function for a given energy group in symmetric aapJar biDa
such • ., ~ i 3j 4 i and 5). Figure 10 (A) and (B) seems to lDdlcate tbat
this problem ill less severe in the latter iterations wblch haye data from
• 1aJop IIIImber of historiel with which to generate the importance faIactloa.
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Another Interesting feature of the iterative forwud-adjoint method
is that the dose estimates tend to oscillate about the correct value. This
behavior is obvious in Figure 10. Unfortunately, the errors are DOt
consistently smaller, but this behavior can be explained on the basis of
the statistical deviations from the correct doBe value. Further analysis
is required to assure that the long term trend Is to smaller error value8.
It is JX)8sible that the importance function may cause nuctuations that
hinder the convergence to a very accurate results rather than as81st that
convergence, as predicted by the "perfect game" in Chapter 2. Tb18 effect
may be caused by ''bad actor" hl~torles, which produce a much larger
importance in a given PulSe cell than that particular phase cell actually
has. The8e ''bad actors" have been noted in detailed studies of the e....rlY,
angle, and r~on dependent importance functions generated by IFAM.
Some of these Implrtance function values can be an order of magnitude
above the expected value.
Figure 10 (e) aDd (D) are plots of the total dose estimate in which
the contribution from coWsi<>os in the exclusion volume bas been removed.
While the resulting close still oscillates, the amount of oscillation i8 much
1e88 than for the total do8e. This is especially true for the cue where oaly
the traasport kernel biasing was used and where all of the meth0d8 dl8UdMHi
tn Chapter 4 were in effect. As part (D) of Figure 10 illustrates, the wild
fluctuatlODS in total close were largely due to coWsloDS (or lack of col1lll1oaa)
in the esc_Ion volume. i;Dmination of the exclusion volume estimator
revealed DO apparent deficiencies, but further coDSicleratiOD is reqalred.
Tbe validity of ~teratlve forward-adjol.a method as a vart.uce recIIIctlOil
tecladqae 18 at this time questionable. However, clae to the fact tbat tile
iller.... In ran time ewer the time required for MORSE ea1cIIJatlOM la 0D1J
a few perceat, IPAII caa be aNd to great adn.IItap in IIIU1 )II"Ob1e-.
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One ma10r advantage is that IFAM can be used to compare run time,
efficiency, or other measures of "goodness" between the forward and
adjoint modes of a given problem. Table U illustrateas how the adjoint
mode requires less run time for a given number of histories than the
forward mode. 'lbe percent error for the no biasing calle 18 also
coml8l'able for the forward and adjoint modes. TheJ'effA·e, the adjo1at
mode is the better one to \lse to calculate the air cylinder close. IFAM
can be used to aid the researcher in determining the proper mode for a
given pl"mlem. Slnce very little time is required to set up most problems
In the adjoint mode, once the forward mode data has been deligned, it
seems ad9lsable to make a preliminary IFAM calculation with both model
before selecting the single mode which will be used in the ftDal calculation.
Another advantage of IFAM is that the importance function generated
usually agrees quite well with calculations made by more eDct metboda
(e. g. ANSIN) once the statistical fiuctuations have been relDOYed. TIm8,
the forward and adjoint importance functions from an laWI) one lteratioD
I FAM calculation can be used to 8Ug8st subsequent biaslng parameterl
for MORSE or IFAM calculations.
1-'
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APPENIXX A
I FAM Structure and Operating Instructions
IFAM is a very large and complex piece of computer software.
Depending on the plrticular problem, over 100 subprograms may be
required for a given run. The complexity of IFAM is illustrated by
Figure A-1, whieh depicts the interrelationship of the main routiae,
called IFAM, and the various subroutines and bnctlons. Only system
mathematic library and intrinsic functions bave been omitted. Also,
the subroutines may have more than one version. All cf these adJ-
prcgrama have been included on a FURPUR tape for the I "AM user.
If the user wishes to use a specific version, he can easily use the OMAP
to inp.1t a set of source language control statements to specify the
version.
A listing of the control statements used to run an IPAM problem
is given in Figure A-2. Note that the main segment of our overlay
contains both the main routine, called AAFAY, aDd the MORSE
sdJrootine. There are four first level segmem: (1) DATAIN,
(2) CRANK, {3) FAMSEG, and (4) NOTUSED. MTAIN is a segment
that performs all of the input functions exce~ for thGlle few baodleel by
MORSE. It is further segmented iI~o the specific random walt ~lem
data segmeat, RWALK, the cross section data Hgm8Dt, DEaN, aDd
the analysis data segment, ANALYSIS. These three segments are
relW'eseDted in Jl'tgure A-I by sdJroutlftes INPUT1, INPUT2, ud 1NPUT3,
respectively. TIl18 can also be seen in the control statemeat Bst bJ the
fact that the IN COIlttolsta.tement after eacb SEG statemeat'" tbelIe
et.meDt _meso lFAM was broken into three inp\lt segmeDta 10 tbat
tile CRANK segment woWd doml..te the core storap reqairelD8llta.
TIM CIlANK eegmeat bades the rudom walk calC'CJatlou UlI tbe
output. '!'be __ can be bandled ill a separate ....., bat tile core
IItonp -nap are.man. 81DC8 the oatpat 1'OIItl_ are .1IM It tile
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li!h
I
".... A-l. IFAil S1IbroatlDe 8tnctare
I
!
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8M,,'.L F'A"SE(;,f"":»t:<a
MAr ZJHI-U~/l~-2J:~~ • UJ ••
I.ht,,,, LIB ~YS5·"~"CS.
z. CL.AS~ IF'''·····.· ••
3. su. IUIN
It. IN AAFAM,hUkSE,8~AN~5COH"ON
r..-&JI St." D"IAIN.,C"'''lN)
•• IN INPUT
7. SLCa 1<14 ALII. II , (l)ATAIN)
I. IN INPuTl
9. st.G ~S£.CIN•• 'DATAI"I
Hie IN INf'UTl
II. SUi ANAL.YSISlI,IO:TA1N)
12. IN INt'UTJ
13. SLG CkAtU.•• I"AI NI
.... Ih "SVU~.NATcu~.COLI5N.~AN~~.TE5T~
Ii. I .. O&JTPT
I'. st._ 'A"SLu•• II1A 1141
17. Ut FAriS
.1. 5~i ~OTU:tE.D·.C""INI
19. Ih ALd~O,fP~U~"PRO.
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eDel of each mode, it was decided that thE' core storage savings were
less important than the extra time for segment interchange. Most of
the changes made in the Monte Carlo rrocedure are In the CRANK
legments.
The manlpl1atlon of the importance Information between mode
calculations is handled by the third segment, FAMSEG. The driver
subroutine is FAMS, as shown by the element name. (With fewexcep;ioDS,
the element name for a given subroutine name are the same.) The
fourth segment i8 made up of subroutines that are referenced in one
of the above smroutines but are never caUed due to the IFAM problem
OptiODS. Those subroutines include the albedo, !lssion, and secondary
gamma rays options as indicated by the IN statement in Flgare A-2.
Thus, thls segment 18 called NOTUSED. By placing smro\t1nes that are
:teferenced but never called, core storage Is saved for eSlentlally
lollS of computer run time.
Ao mentioned above, IFAM has some subroutines with multiple
versions. Most of the original and unchaaged subroutines baye DO
ver81011 ldeaWler, so they can be considered as baring the ver.loa
..me of ''blank.'' Those s.routines modifted tor the IFAM test bed
were given a version name of IFA. New subrout1De1 written for IFAII
may bave either the ''blank'' or IFA verlion name. The CLASS eod:rol
statemeat baa been used as lhown in Figure A -2 to teU the collector
that the IFA verlion of subroutines with nmltip1e verllon -.mellboakl
be lDcJaded tn the collection. A lilting of the sabl'<JUtl.- stored on the
I'URPUR tape will also show that some subrout1De8 are aftlJllble with
DLP ftl'alOD. SubroutiDea with the DLP version U" used lD conjaactlOll
witll tile IFA ftl'lioD8 to redllce the large amount of oatpat, .pec1alll
of tile lDpat data. Tbe DLP verlion is elpecla1ly useful darlJll cocbI
.... wber. tbe -.me inpat data 11 used ...ra! times IDCI a Aa11
~ acb time Is 1II8I8Ce8ary.
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The execution of an IFAM job is illustrated by Figure A-3. The
stream of control and update cards is representative Ilf that required
to execute the sar~ple problem (see Appendix C). The tape which is
assigned as FAMT contains 3 files, the first of which is a FURPUR
file aDd then next: two are data files, written with an @DATA statement.
However, before the FURPUR file can be copied into thf! temporary
program file. TPF'$, more mass storage must be assigned to TPFS.
This is accomplished by first releasing it@FREE TPFY.) and then
assigning a new TPn' Is sufficient FASTRAND area.
Next, the source and relocaiable elements on the FURPUR fUe
are copied into TPn. (If only an absolute element is to be read in
and executed, the default TPFY storage is suffil'ient). This tape read
is foliow·!d by the assignment of a data file DTFF for the forward mode
input data, ftich is read from the second file of the FAMT tape. This
file was written with an @DATA statement, and cOll8ists of card images.
During the read, columns 52 through 55 in the fourth card are corrected.
Ne., another data file is assigned and the adjoint mode inprt data is
read trom the third file of FAMT and the saC"\8 correction made to the
second card. Since the program and data are now on FASTRAND, the
tape (and tape drive) can be released with a @FREE.
The Dext: 5 cards in the control stream are for processing the source
Ja"ocrama on TPPJf. The main routine il!! updated to reduce the size of
blaDk common and the source and relocatable smp-ograms of CPU'nM
is deleted. This allows the system routine, CPUTIM!MSFC, to replac.
the ODe on the PURPUR tape.
After preparlDg an eDtry point table, the @MAP statement is UMcI
with lt8 control statemenh to determine the final executable program.
PAIIImG l8 the name of aBOVe. luguap control elemeat on TPI'j
(aDd ~Dce on the FURPUll file of FAIIT). 'nd8 .1.... 18 to be updated
A-I
· by the addition of a library (Sn;:j*MSFC.> and the deletion of control
statement four. The result of these corrections to FAMSEG was
shown in Figure A-2. A table of the elements in TPF'Jf is listed as
a result of the @PRT, T statement.
As explained in Chapter 4, data. files 16 and 17 are reqw.~eclbr
8gery IFAM run, and they are assigned to FASTRAND as show~. Now
the e2catloD of the absolute element FAMSEG generated by the c"llector
is initiated. The inPlt card images stored on DTFF and DTFA are
added to the run streamby the two @ADD statements. The relUlt of
thi9 operation wU1 be the IFAM test bed as illuatrated in Appendiz C.
A-"
APPENDIX B
IFAM INPUT INSTRUCTIONS
The input data required by IFAM is essentially the same as
that required by the Combinatorial Geometry Version of MORSE (see
Reference 13). However, because IFAM requires both forward
and ajoint mode data far a single run and because some of the MORSE
options are not implemented inlFAM (e. g. coupled neutron-gamma ray,
fl8s10DS and albedo calculations), this appendix contains a complete set of
~DP1t lD8truct10D8 for IFAM. Input data which maybe different in IFAM
than in Y>RSE has been caveated by placing as asterisk before the
input 8ymbolln the input data format tables. The change or restriction
is given in the description for tbat inplt symbol or in sUPIMmeDtal
DOtea. The inpIt data bas been divided into four sections:
B.l Random Walk and Iteration Data (B.t of Ref. 13)
B.2 Combinatorial Geometry Data (B.3 of Ref. 13)
B.3 CroS8-section Data (B.4 of Rel. 13)
B.4 Analysis Data (B.501 Ref. 13)
Each sub8ectlon below CGDta1ns an introduction to the data format tables
aDd dellDe. the "l"OaHne. in which the data is read aDd the dlffereDCe8
bet1reeD tbe forward mode (or F-mode) aDd adjoint mode (or A-mode)
iDpIt.
D'~M Ia 80 stracturecl that the F-mocte data 18 required to be
rnd IDlUally. Two new data carda are required before the old B.l
JmRSB IDpat d8ta t. relld. Tbese card8 are DOW included .. put of tile
..B.l P-moc:Ie IDpat data. Alter radial ..... performilll DeC-.ry
calcalattou wttb tb18 data, IPAM reads the V-mode date cWlIIIId iD B. J,
B.3, ... B.t Ia o\'der. TIIi8 data 18 proe........ tIIeD.wred 011 temponl'J
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data fne unit 17. Then IFAM reads the A-mode data, beginning with Card
Type A of Table B. 1. To enhance the clarity of the output, all title cards
should specify the input data mode (1. e. F or A). In order to l'educe the amount
of input data required, certain parts of the"geometry (B. 2 j and cross section (B. 3)
data is stored on temporary data file unit 16 during F-mode input 3J-.. is retrieved
during the A- mode inp,tt instead of reading this redundant data from cards. The
data bancIled in this way is explained in Tables B. 2 and B.3. The inPlt
and output logical unit numbers have been set to 5 and 6 respectively.
These units are defL.'led both in MAIN and in G1, and must be changed in
both subroutines if other unit numbers are required.
As explained in Appendix A, it is possible to execute the Com-
binatorial Geometry Version of K>RSE by supplying the proper MAP
state.mnts to the UNlVAC-IlOb Collector under EXEC-VDI. The input
data defined in this Appendix contains all the necessary information for
MORSE data preparation. Cards 1 and 2 in the B. 1 section apply only to
IFAM and should not be input for MORSE runs.
B. 1 Random WAlk and Iteration Data
Tbis section contains all input data for IFAM or MORSE except
the geometry, CI'08S-sectiOll, and analysis data. The first three input
cards (labelled 1, 2 and 3) are peculiar to IFAM and are not requ1re~ by
MORSE. They are read by the W>RSE/IFA subroutine for the F-mode
iDpIt oaly. M>RSE then cal1slNPUT wblch calls INPUTI/IFA. INPUT1/
IPA ...J8JId1.. all of this inplt for the data defiDed in this section
If • description of the inprt data cantaiDs "IFAM: ". then aDY
lDfarmatloD followiDl tills symbol pertaiDs aaly to IFAN input.
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TABLE B.1 - RANDOM WALK AND ITERATION DATA
Card Inptt
Type Field/Format Symbol Description
1 1-5/15 "1MOD IFAM: Initial mode to be executed
0: F-Mude
1: A-Mode
6-10!I5 *NITP IFAM: Number of Iterations for this I'1ID
(~ 15)
11-80/1415 *NPPB(I){ IFAM: NITP order pairs I1vlDg the
1-80/1615 *NBTI(I) number of particles per batch (NPPB(I)
aDd the number of batchefJ (NBIT) for the
1-th iteration.
2 1-5/15 *NSRF IFAM: Source region number for the
F-Mode.
6-10-15 *NSRA IFAM: Source region number for the
A-Mode.
11-20/EI0.4 PSC IFAM: Search length coaatant for the
tre.naport kernel roatiDe (NXTCOL) in
mean free paths.
3 1Dtermedlate print aDd mode data write optiou executed at the ead
of _ell mode. INTPR(l) - INTPR(12) are for selected 1IIbelled
commons aDd blaDk common. INTPR(13) aDd INTPR(14) COID'ol mode
data wrltee to data fUe. Options are:
o- Off. Do DOt write
1 - On. Write information on appropriate outplt lIDlt.
-1 - BDel. Termlaate search for aDy further oat.. deter_I.....
by INTPR(l) through INTPR(12). Doesn't.a1lect
INTPR(13) and INTPR(14).
1-&/15 INTPR(I) IFAM: LIbelled common APOLLO
8-10/15 INTPR(2) IFAM: Labelled CODllDDD una
11-15/15 INTPR(I) IJ'AM: LIbelled CO-moD OOMJOC
18-10/11 INTPR(4) IJ'AII: LabeUod CO.moD LOCIIG
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TABLE B.l - RANDOM WALK A~m ITERATION DATA (cont'd)
Card Input
Type Field/Format Symbol Description
3 21-25/15 INTPR(5) IFAM: Labelled common PDET
26-30/15 INTPR(6) IFAM: Labelled common BNKNIIC
31-35/15 INTPR(7) IFAM: Labelled commall BANK
36-40/15 INTPR(8) IFAM: Labelled common RANDOM
41-45/15 INTPR(P) IFAM: Blank common from 1-1 to
4*NMTG
46-50/15 INTPR(lO) IFAM: Blank common contalnlDg the
Region Importance (RI)
51-55/15 INTPR(l1) IFAM: Blank common CODtalDlDg IOUI'ce
region FAI values
56-30/15 INTPR(12) I FAN: Labelled common FAM
61-85/15 INTPR(13) IFAM: Forward Mode output aD data
file 20·
66-70/15 INTPR(14) IFAM: Adjoint Mode output on mta
file 20·
~Dclude8 aU of blank common~ the
following labelled commons: APOLLO,
USER, GOMU:>C, LOGSlG, PDET,
BNKNMC, BANK, RANDOM aad FAM
A 1-80/2OA4 TITLEC: Title Card. Any character other tban 0
I
blank or alphanumeric in Column 1 will
terminate the job.
B 1-5/15 *NSTRT Number of pu-ticles per batch
\
1FAM: INSTRT ie overridden b, KPP8(1)
8-10-15 NMOST Maximum number ot puticle8 allowed
for in the baDk(a); ma, eqal !llTRT U
there 1s DO Iplltt1JlI, JlUloll, aDd MeIJDIIIry
generatioll dariDI exeeatloD. U ba*a-t is exceeded by more tbaJa 50 dIIe to .....
or aecODdar, p.mma ra, p ....., tile
;Jb 18 terml_ted.
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TABLE B.1 .. RANDOM WALK AND ITERATION DATA (cont'd)
Card I!\put
Type Field/Format Symbol D-!scription
B 11-15/15 *NlTS Number of batches.
IFAM: Overridden by NB11(I}
l8-201t5 *NQUIT Number of sets of NITS batches to be run
without calling 8ubroutine INPUT.
IFAM: Restricted to 1.
21-25/15 N-GPQTN Number of neutron groups being analysed.
28-30/15 NGPQTG Number of gamma-ray groups belDg
analyzed.
SI-35/15 NMGP Number of trimary particle groups for
which cross sections are stored; sboUd
be same as NGP (or the same as NGG
when NGP=O) on Card XD ready by 1Ub-
routine ISEC.
38-40/15 NMTG Total number of groups lor which eross
sections are stored; should be same as
NOP + NOG as read on Card X'B r-.d by
subroutine ISEC.
41-4ShS NCOLTP Set greater than .ero if a collision tape
is desired; the cOWsion tape 18 1rJ'ltten
by the user routine BANFR.
48-50/15 *IADJM Mode Switch, sO for F-Moo~: >0 for A-Mode
IPAM: OYerrldden by DIOD.
51-55/F.0 AmY Mammum clock time In mlJmtes aUoncl
for the problem to be on the compar.
58-eo/l5 MBDA Number of cr088-sectloo medii; !Iboald
agree with NllED on Card XB ready b,
subroutine DBC.
81-85/15 *KBDlLB AlbedD 8C1lterlDg medium i8 abmlllte .....
of MEDALB: if
=0, DO aJbedo laformatlOll to be read la,
<0, albedo oal, problem -- Il1O er..
Hc:tloas are to be r"',
> O~ coapled albedo aDd truapart .......
II'AII: let .. 0 oalJ.
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TABLE B.l - RANDOM WALK AND ITERATION DATA (Cont'd)
card Input
Type Field/Format Symbol DescrlItion
C 1-5/15 ISOUR Source energy group if > 0, if I80UR s 0,
BORIN is called for input of Car_ £1 and
E2.
6-10/15 NGPFS Number of groupe for which the lJOUJ'ce
spectrum is to be defined. If I80UR $0,
NGPPS~ 2.
11-15/1S *ISBIAS No sourr.e e-nergy blUing if 8et le8S than
or equal to zero; otherwise, the sauce
energy is to be blued, aad Card8 B2 ar~
required.
IFAM: Source biasing i8 bandJed by c:ode.
Set ISBIAS > O.
16-20/15 NOTUSD An unused variable.
21-SO/EI0.S WTSTRT Weight aS8igned to each source particle.
31-40/E10. 5 EBOTN Lower energy limit of Iowe8t neatron
ll'OUP (eV) (group NMGP).
41-SO/EI0.5 EBOTG Lower energy limit of lowest gamma-raJ
group (eV) (group NMTG).
51-SO/Bl0.5 TCur Age in sec at wh1-:h particles are retired;
if TCUT=O, DO time tillla perforlMCl.
81.'0/EI0.5 VBLTD Velocity of group NMGP whenNG~> 0;
i. Po., tbermal-neutron velocity (c sec).
D 1-10/BI0.4 llIITRT} starting coordiMte8 for eource particle811-20/EI0.4 YSTRT (IIaJbe overridden by c:haDpe f.D Rbroatt.
21-30/EI0.4 ZSTRT SOURCB).
31-40!BI0.4 AGSTRT start1DI age for source putlcl.- (see
abo're DOte).
41-IO/EI0.4
==Zl &mrce putlcle dlrectlOD ~1DI8i U all51-1O!BI0.4 are suo, I8Otrop1c c:Ilreet1oll U'e eIIoH&.81-'0/BI0.4 IPAil: 8eleetlOD bued OIl PAl UTa,.
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TABLE B.l - RANOOM WALK AND ITERAnON DATA (Cont'd)
Card Inplt
Type Field/Format Symbol Description
£1 1-70/7E10.4 FS(I) NGPFS values of PS, where FS equals the
ulUlOI'maUzed fraction of source partic1etl
in each group.
B2 1-70/71:1(,.4 ~~(I) NGPFS values of BFS(I), where Jl'BS(I) 11
the relative importance of a sovce 1D group
I. Needed only if ISOUR ~ 0 aDd ISBIAB >O.
IFAM: BPS values are not mpa.
F 1-70/7El0.4 ENER(I) NMTG values of the energy (in eV) at the
upper edge of the energy group bomldaries.
G (Omit 11 NCOLTP on Card B ~O, otherwise see Ref. 13).
1-5/15 *NBI8TR LogIcal tape number for the flrat coll18ion
tape. IFAM: NBIS'rR caDDOt be the lame
for F- and A-modes.
6-10/15 NlUSMX The btlbest 10Iical DWIIber tbat a COlllaOD
tape may be aselped.
11-46/3.1 NBIND(J) An iDdex to indicate tbe coWeloo paralllllters
to be written on tape (J::1, 38).
4'1-59/1311 NCOLLS(J) An iDdex to indicate the types of colUaloaa
to be plt on tape.
R 1-M/a,020 RANDOM 8tartlDI raDdom .Jd)er.
I
I 1-1/15 NBPLT Index lDdlcatlDg tbat spUtthll ill allowed
if >0.
I 8-10/15 NKILL Indu ideating tbat Ruulan 1'oUeU8 18allowed if >O.
8-'1
TABLE B.l - RANDOM WALK AND ITERATION DATA (Coat'd)
Card Input
TJpe neld/Format Symbol Descrli*1on
I 11-15/15 NPAST Intlex indicating that expone~ traDaform
Is l!1Voked U > 0 (IUbroutlne moe required).
16-20/15 NOLEAK Index IndicatlDg that DOn-leakage 11
invoked if > O.
21-25/15 IEBIAS Index indicating that energy blULng ill
allowed if > O. IFAM: If ISBIAS f'
EPROB will be set to (NGPREG)- aDd
IEBIAS to 1 by INPUTI/IFA.
26-30/15 MXREG Number of regions described by geometry
input (will be set to one if $ 0). If ENDRUN
i8 used, a data array relatiDg media DUIIIber
to region numbers must be given In a data
statement in ENDRUN.
31-35/15 MAXGP Group number 01 last group for wbleh
Russian roulette or sp11tt1D1 or ezpoDeatlal
transform II to be performed.
J (Omit if NFtPLT + tn'ILL + NPAST = 0; Repeat the data set given
below until an grooJW and regions tnpat; TermiDate Card J read
~tb !!!pUYe value of HOPI).
1-5/15
6-10/15
11-15/15
16-20/15
21-15/IS
28-SO/15
31-40/810.5
41-50IBI0.5
51-10/£10.5
NGPI
NDG
HOPI
NltGI
NDRG
NRG2
WTIIIBI
WTLOWI
WTAnl
Prom energy group NGPI to .nero P'OUP
HOP2, inclualve, in steps of NOO aDd from
region NRGl to NRG2, lDel_lft, ill_pi
to NmlG, the followiDl we1lbt .
aDd path-stretchiDl parameter _lpecI.
If NaPI ~ 0, group8 1 to IIAmlP wUl be
used; 11 1'QlG1 =0, repODll I to IaIU!Xl will
be ..ed (both in lite.. of one). u.aau,
NDG· Iud NDRG • 1.
Welpt MoM which IpIlttilil wUl oecar.
We1lbt below wblch Ru8IJiu roulette 1. pia,..
Welllt Ilftn tboee partie.. -.rtltllll
_IU 1'OtI1ette.
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TABLE B.l - RANDOM WALK ANDINTERAnON DATA (Coat'd)
Card Inptl
Type FIeld/Format Symbol Descrlptioa
J 81-70/1:10.5 PATH Path-length stretching parameters for
use in exponential trualQl'IIl (_.U,.
0$ PATH < 1).
K (Omit if IBBIAS on Card I $ 0)
1-'O/'1EI0.4 ·BPROB Values of the relative energy importance
(IG;NREG) of particles leave a colUsloo or source
In region NREG for 10-1, NMTG. Input
for each regioD (NRBG-l, MXREQ) mast
~egiD 00 a new card. IFAM: BPROB 18
aslNDled UD1form 11 lEBIAS ~ O.
(IG =1, NMTG: NREG = 1, IIXRBG).
L (IFAM: All variables must be ~ 0)
1-5/15 *NR>UR Set ~ 0 for 8 ftzed IIOUI'ce problem; otJaenrtle,
the source is frOID fl••1o. paeratecl in
a preYioua batch.
8-10/15 ~J.'ISTP Index for fl.sioD problem, if~ 0 • Jla10M
are allowed.
11-15/15 ·NKCALC The DUmber of the ftrst batch to be iDchldecl
10 the e8Umate of k; if s 0 DO eatlmate of It
Is made.
18-10/15 *NORMI' The wetpt standards and li..loIl weilbtB
are unclla.Dpd if ~ 0; otherwlee, lluIoo
weiIbU wUl be muJtipUed at the lad 01
each batch, by the IateIIt e8t1mate 01 It aDd
the weiPt lltaDdarcla lI'e lIIIIIt1p1led bJ tbe
ratio of fls810ft -lib" JII'O*ced la ........
batch. J'oI' time......"Jill
.yetta.., NOlUIP UoaId be > O.
II (OmIt If IIIIITP sO .. CUd L)
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TABLE B.1 - RANDOM WALK AND ITBRA110N DATA (CoDt'd)
Card IDpat
Type Plelcl/I'ormat Symbol Deseription
1-'O/'lEIO. 4 *PWLO(I) Values of the we1gbts to be ualped to
nssion neutrOD8 (I = 1, IOREG).
1FA\!: No ftSS10D ...oblema a11owecI.
}! (Omit l~ IlFiSTP s aon Card L)
1-'O/'lEI0.4 ·PSE(IG, Fraction of fisli'ion - lDduced aouree
lIIED) parUeles in group 10 CIG = 1, NMGP)
and medium BlED (begln a DeW card for
eaeh medium where llIED =1, MBJXA).
IFAM: No fis.lon Jroblema a11cnrecL
o (RequIred lapa oaly for coupled neutron-gamma ray problem)
1-'O/'rB10.4 *GWU>(IG, Values of the wellbt to be .-tped to
NRBG) the ser.ondary pu't1cles beilll paerated.
NltIGP p'0Ilp8 are read for each repOll
in a fonrard problem aad NII'l'G-IOIGP
for aD adjoint. lD(alt lor _eb rep-
must start on a .... card. trAM: No
coupled problema Il1lowd.
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B. 2 Combinatorial Geometry Data
The combinatorial geometry data is read by the JOMlNIIFA
subroutine, except for the region volumes VNOR(I), wblch are read by
the GTVUN subroutine. JOMlN/IFA is called from INPU11!IFA. Dur-
iog the initial (F-mode) input, all specified data must be in the inP'lt
stream. However, during the next (A-mode) call to JOMlN!IFA, card
types CGB (body data) and CGC (lnplt zone data) are omitted. Since
the data on the CGB and CGC cards Dlust be identical for both the F-
aneI A- modes, this data is tE'":~porarilystored on data file WIlt 18 during
the F- mode inplt. It is later read by the GENI subroutine and proceseed
for both the F - and A- mode calculations.
Details of the combinatorial geometry package and its utiliza-
tion are given in Reference 13. However, the information given below is
sufficiently eomplete so that anayone familiar with combinatorial geo-
metry can prepare inplt data for most problems. Because the combin-
ato:rial geometry package was originally written for the SAM codes (Refs.
22 aDd 28) and MORSE originally used the 05R geometry package (Ref. 20~
80 confusion in term1mlogy has occurred. The term sone used below 1.
the _me u the "region" used in the original combinatorial geometry sack-
age, whereas a region as used in this document oorrespond8 to "region"
of the 05R geometry package, just as a media corresponds to the 05R
"media." However, regions· aDd media are defined by cumbiniDl"'.
for IFAM applicatioD8, which differs from the construction LD tbe 05R
package. The term body has the same meaning u in the orlglMl comblD-
atorial geometry J8Ckqe, but it bas no couaterpart in the 051l pac....
The required combinatorial geometry input data is deftaed in
Table B. 2. A summary of the input data required for _ch bocIJ type 1.
ginn lD Table B. S•
..-: U DflBUN is UMd to abtaln coW.lOB de_ltJ aDd track J.....
per aalt yom. eettmate 01 fblence, tbeD a data In
___OK Dlat 11" a relattOD8ll1p betw•• repoa aDd medii.
ID tId8 cue 0II1J' !!!!. medlam -, be in a rep...
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TABLE B.2 - COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRY DATA
Card Input
Type Field/Format Symbol Description
CGA 1-5/15
6-10/15
21-80/10A6
IVDPT
IDBG
JTY
Option which defines the metbod by which
region volumes are determined; If
IV0PT = 0, volumes set equal to 1. ,
IV0PT = 1, concenbic spbere volumes
are calculated,
IV0PT =2, slab volumes (l-elim. ) are
calculated (not operational),
IV0PT = 3, volumes are inpat by card type
CGF
If IDBG > 0, subroutine PR is called to
print rerw,1ts of comblDatorlal geometry
calcu1atlous during execution. Uee only
for debugging,
Alphanumeric title for geometry input
(columns 21-80).
CGB (One set of cards i.s required for each body and for the END cud.
Leave columns 1-10 blank for continuation cards. See TIlb~ B. 3 for
more Inplt information. IFJo.Y- Not required for A-mode lnp!).
1-5/U,A3 *ITYPE SpecUles body type or BND to tnm'We
readlDl of body data (for eDlllple BOX,
RPP, ARB, etc.). Leave blaak for
continuation carda,
6-10/15 *!ALP Body aumber ...iped by uer (alllnpat
bod)' mambers mast form a HqlIeace set
beginning at 1). If left blaak, .....
are ..signed seque-.u,. BUber ualp
all or none of the IIWIIben. Leave b....
for coatlaaatlon carda,
U-TO/BI0.3 *FPD(I) Real data required for tbe IlftIl bckL"y ..
sbown in Table B. 3.
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TABLE B.2 - COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRY DATA (CODt'd)
Card Input
T1pe Pield/lo"ormat Symbol Description
cac (One set of cards lor each input zone. Input zone numbers are
usigned sequentially).
1-5/2X, A3 IALP IALP must ~e a non-blank lor the first
card of each sct of cards deflDiDI IUl
input zone. If It.LP is blank, this cud
is treated as a continuation of the
previous ZODe card. !ALP =END denotes
the elld of zone description.
6-10/15 NAZ Total number of zones that can be entered
upon leaving any of the bodl. used in de-
ftning this InPlt zone (some zoaes may be
counted more than once). Leave blank lor
continuatIon cards for a liven ZODe. (If
NAZ $ 0 on the first card of the zone card
set, then it is set to 5). NAZ is used to
allocate blank commOD.
(AJterDite IIBIAS(I) and JTY(I) for all boc:Iles defining this inPJt ZOn!. )
{
UBIAS(I)
11-'1S/I(A2,15)
JTY(I)
Specific the "ft)R" operator if requtr,!d for
tbe JTY(I) body,
Body DUJDber with the (+) or (-) sip as
required for the ZODe deacrtptlon.
COD 1-'10/1415
COB 1-70/1415
I
MRlZ(I)
IOIIZ(I)
MRI~BI is the repon JIIlId)er in wblch
the ''I "lnplt &ODe is co_toed (I • 1, to
the DIIDber of input SOIIeS). ReP-
numbers must be sequelltilUr dsflMd from 1.
MMlZ(I) is the medium mmber in wldch
tbe ,'(tilt, Inplt BOlle 1s coata1Ded (I • 1,
to tile anmber olinpat _a). Medlum
Dumbers IIlWlt be seqautla.llJ 1e!!IlecI
from 1.
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TABLE B.2 - COMBINAroaIAL GEOMETRY DATA (Coat'd)
CUd l_pat
1'Jpe PleWl'ormat s,mbol Deacrlpt!OD
CGI' (Omit U lYOn tlla card CGA)
1-'70I'ml05 vNl&R(I) Volume of the "lUI., repOD (I • 1 to
MXREG. the IBImlNr of repou).
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B. 3 Cross Section Data
The cross section input data required by IFAM are the same
as for the MORSE forward ud adjoint modes. In order to reduce the
amount of inpo.t data cards for IFAM, the multlgroup cross section table.
(card type x~) are read only during the initial or F-mode Inprt. At
that time, these tables are stored on data Ille unit 16 and are automati-
caUy read by READ8G from unit 16 during the A-mode InPlt iutead of
being read from the IDplt data file. In order to Impllment Ws labor saving
cbauge, the READSG subroutine was revised, producing the READSG/IFA
version for IFAM.
To facilitate interpretation of the output cross section data,
the title card (XA) should iodleate whether F- or A-mode outPlt is beiDI
performed. The data on card XC for the F- and A-mode inpa need not be
ideDtlcal, ezcept for the IDTF switch, since the A-mode cross section
setup \lieS the same data as read during the F-mode input aDd stored on
data flle UDit 18. All other card types CD, XD, XI', XG) require ieleaU-
cal data for F- aDd A-mode input.
B-l'1
TABLE B.4 CROSS SECTION INPUT DATA
Card Input
Type Field/F'ormat Symbol DescrlI*lon
XA 1-80/20M TITLE Title card for cross sections. nus title
is also written on tape if a processed tape
generated; therefore, it is suggested that
the title be definitive.
XB 1-5/15 NOS The number of primary groups for which
there are cross sections to be stored.
Should be same as NMGP input in MORSE.
8-10/15 Nm Number of primary c:knrn8catters for MOP
(usually NGP).
11-15/15 NGG Number of seconda!'y groups for whicb
there are cross sections to be storeel.
18-20/15 NmG Number of secondery dowucatters for
NGG (uswUly NOG).
21-25/15 INGP Total number of groups for which eroea
sections are to be input.
28-30/15 ITBL Table lenctb, i. e., the IIIImber of cr088
sections for ea.ch group (uaua1lJ eqal to
nuDer of dowDllcatters + """1' of
upscatters + 3).
31-35/15 ISGG Location of within-group scatterial CI'088
secHou (unall, eqal to amber of
upscatters + 4).
38-40/15 IOIBD Number of media for widell CJ'08I eectl.-
are to be storecl--shoald be ...... "'DA
lDpat in "RD.
41-t5/f5 NBLBM Number of e1eme" for wIIlcb croa8
sectlODl are to be read.
41-50/15 IOAIX Number of mtzttw OpentlOM (........
tiIDH --tty operaU~) to be ........
(=--be~l).
51-551l5 NCOEF NanIber of coetflct..u .. eacIl .......
lacbd. Per
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TABLE B." CROSS SECTION INPUT DA'rA (CoDt'd)
Card Inprt
Type Field/Format Symbol Descrt_lon
XB 58-60/15 NSCT Number of di8crete aacJea (--.uy
NooKF/~ntegral).
61-85/15 ISTAT F1ag to store Legendre coeUlci.... if
gr.ter than zero. Must be >0 If
RBLCOL i8 ued.
XC 1-5/!5 ~t Switch to print the CI'OII8 HetiOU ..
they are read if 0, if 0 card eeq_ace
is not checbd IFAM: croea MctlOU
are also prlntecllf IRDIG • -99.
8-10/15 18TH+ Switch to print crOS8 Hetioaa u tbe,
are stored if :> O.
11-15/15 IFMU+ Switch to Pl'lDt intermediate re81llt8 of
10&'8 calculation if > O.
18-20/15 IteM1' Switch to pnnt moments of aacaJar
dlatrlbutlOD 11 > O.
~1.-15/15 IPlUNt Switch to pnnt IUIIles aDd prcbabWtl.
it :> O.
2e.lo/l5 IP1JN+ Switch to print reBUlta of bad IApadre
coemdents if :> O.
31-15/15 *IDTP" Switch to 8lpa1 tbat 1Dpat Ior...t la DTI'-
IV format If> 0; otbeJtwbe, AI08N ......
18 u ..meclIFAII: .... be .... for '1-
&lid A-mocIeII.
16-tO/l5 IXTAPI: LoPca1 tape WIlt it b1llarJ croN-MCtloa
tape, .. equal to 0 if CJ'OU -«I....
from carell. If neptlYe, tile. tile )11'0-
ce..... erou Netto.... atber MCIUU"J
data from a J1I'eriou- ... will be NIIdi Ia
tIl1a cue (lXTAPB <0) 1M) ...Mett_
from card8 and DO adm. eardI _, be
1DpIt. TIae.-ol"~""oIlZTA.P8 ..
tile 1oI1caJ. tape ulL
B-l1
TABLE B." CROSS SEC110N INPUT DATA (Cont'd)
Cud Input
Type ftelcl/Format Symbol Description
XC 41-45/15 JXTAPE Logical tape unit of a processed cr088-
secUon tape to be written. nus processed
tape will contain the tlUe card, the 'lUi-
abies from common ~S1G aDd the per-
tinent crOBS sectioD& from blank common.
48-50/15 I~T Logical tape unit of a point croes-sectloD
tape in~R format.
51-55/15 IGQPT Last group (MORSE multlgroup atructure)
for wblch the 06R polat cr088 eecttou
are to be U8ed (NMGP).
+Switches are ignored if IXTAPE <0.
lID (Omit if IXTAPE (lon card XC)
1-'0/1415 NSIG(I) Element identifiers for crOlU-seetioa
tape. If eleruent identUlers are in the
same order as .,lemeal OD tape, the
efficiency of the code Is 1Dcr_ed clue
to fewer tape rew1Ddl1.
(Omit if IXTAPE 0 OIl card XC)
Croes aectlOU in A!I8N foraat 11
IDTF 0, otberwtse, Dl'F-IV format.
Croes aecllOM for INGP P'oupI wttla
• bible Ie"" of ITBL for MELD( eJe.....
each with NCOBJI'F coefftcl.... I FAIl:
Not reqa1red lor A-mode t.pIt.
XI' (NMIX carda are reqalred.
1-5/15 DI
OmitllaTAPB<Oon~dXC)
Medium Dumber (media __era from
1 to IIBmA, see Card S, .... appear
Oft 80me XF carel).
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TABLE 8.4 CROSS SECTION INPUT DATA (Cont'd)
Card Input
Type Pteld/Pormat SyJd)oI Description
XI'
XG
8-10/15 ICE
l1-10/El0.5 !Ul0
(Omit 11 IOIRT sO)
1-5/15 NXPM
Element !lumber oecurrlDiin medium
KM (negative value iodieates lut mix1Dl
ope....tion for that medium and at I...
ODe nepUY. value 1s required for .cb
mecUum).
Deaity of eleme. KE in medium KU
in units of atoma/Chull em).
Number 01 point ero..-aection ...
per medium found on aD _ tape,
= 1, total eross aeetlan onl"
• I, total and seatterlDg cross section,
• 3, total leatterlD&, and .,* a..lon
ero. seetlon.
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B. " Analysis Data
'lbe SAMBO analysts package which was written for use with
MORSE, into the IFAM test bed. The capabiUties of this package were
suffieient that only minor modifications were required in the analysts sub-
routiaes. No changes were required In the inplt data format or proceulnc
by the SAMBa package. The input instructions given below for the anal,.ls
data is read by the SCORIN subroutine for both the forward aDd acljolJa
modes. A complete set of applicable cards is needed durlDg analysts
input for both modes.
IDplt data for the user written routll.es, INSC0R, SOURCE
aDd ENDRUN, will be inserted into the input data deck (or run stream)
following the AM cards of the analysis In~t.
B-D
TABLE B. 5 ANALYSIS INPUT DATA
Card Input
Type Field/Format Symbol DescriptiOD
AA 1-80/2OM IHOL(I) Title information describl.. the analysia
inpd data (1=1,20).
AS 1-5/15 ND Number of detectors (set=llf 0).
8-10/15 NNE Number of primary particle energy biDS
to be used, (muat be NE).
11-15/15 NE Total number of energy biu (..=0 If 1).
18-20/15 NT Number of time biDS for eacb detector
(may be negati.e, in whicb cue/NT
values are to be read aDd UHd foao flYery
detector) (..=0 if NT 1).
21-25/15 NA Number of aDgle btu (Ht-4) if U.
28-S0/l5 NRESP Number of ell8rgy-elependeat reapo...
fuDctiou to be _eel (eet-l !f 0).
31-S5/15 NBX Number of '!xtra arrays olalze NUTG
to be set aside (UMIal, for eample, 88
a place to store an array of groap traas-
fer probablUtles tor Httmator roati_.
If tbe subroatiDe BNDR'ulC wIIlcil oatptta
Ouellee estimates from coWaloD aad
track lelllthS 18 UHd, tbeD tb1a IIIJIIIber
mWit be at least IDRBG .. I (He CaI'sil
for MXREG).
36-40/15 NBxml Number of extra arrap to alae NO to
be _t 881de (..fill, 101' ••mple, _ a
place to 8tore cIetector-depeMillt ~.).
II ULCOL la used, tbeIllUXlCD _ be
at 1eut 1 for .. f1Y811l co _liter.
AC (lID car_ wUl be r ...., i. e., 1=1, ND)
1.10/810.4 XD(J) PoIIil detector ..-Uoa. ".....,.
11-20/810.4
betwea till. pUt aDd DTRT, DraT,
YD(I) ZSTRT of Card D wUl_ .............
the Ildttal ap, AWlk." to ella.....
11-10/110.4 ZD(I) lower 11111lt of taw ant U-..... U ....
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TABU: B. 5 ANALYSIS INPUT DATA
Card
Type
AC
Input
Field/Format Symbol Description
than point detectors are desired, the point
positions must still be input and can be
combined with additional data built in to
user routines to fully deftDe each detector.
AD 1-80!20A4 LNK· TiUe or units fo1' total respoll8e for
all detectors. Will be used in COluDllUl
54 through 133 of the tlUe foJ' the print
of these arrays.
(NRESP sets of AE aDd AF card types will be input, with each AE cardI1011_by the NMTG respo_ val_ on AF card tJpe8 for each response).
AE 1-80/20A4 LA8E L Title or units for each total respoDH
for all detectors.
Ar
I
AG
AB
1-70/7EI0.4 ~p
(Omit 11 ME ~1)
l-SO/1OA4 LNK·
(OmltUDs1)
1-'0/1415 18
Response function Yaluee NMTG values
will be read in for each total re.11O....
function in order of deer_lDI eaerD.
Each aet of NMTG re.poDlle funetiOD
values will be headed by ita AI: card
(I-I, NMTO).
Units for energy - depelldeDl Benee
for all detectors.
EnerlD' group numbera deftD1al lower
Umit of aDaIysis eDerlY blu (la OI'der
of lnerculDg group DIlJIIber). NNE
in card AD IDUBt equal NGPQTN &lid
NI: must be set to NIITG + NGPQTG
for a comblMcl problem, 01' .lee to
NGPQTG Or NGPQTM.
B-It
TABLI: B. 5 ANALYSIS INPUT DATA (CoDt'd)
Cud InPlt
Type neld/Format Symbol Description
AI
AI
AX
AL
I
(Omit if INTI s1)
1-eO/10A4 LNK*
(Omit if INT Is1 01' NE ~ 1)
1-SO/1OA4 LNK·
(OmIt if INTI :51)
1-7DI7E10.4 11IT,11»
(Omit if NA S 1)
1-80/1OA4 LNK*
Units for time dependent total r......
for all detectors.
UDlt8 for time aDd eoeru depeadeat
n.nce for all detector••
NT fti.. of the upper Bmlta t)f time
b1lll lor each detector la 0I'du' 0114-
cr"1DI time ucI deteetor ..mber.
Tbe ft1o.- for .cla dItector ..... atart
OIl a .... carel. U NT Oil card AS l.
DIIIi&.", tHn oD1y NT~ 11'8
read aDd _eel Jar eftrJ cIIteetoI'.
Unlt8 tor aacJe &lid • ....,.....
flwtDce for an cIetecton.
All (OmIt 11 KA $1)
1-'10"'10." CQ8(J) ADPt am. 1ft deJlMd bJ tM ......
Ulldta of u.e COlIiM of (1. e. ,
tile c.- of 1M IDftr bdt).
Ttaaa, tbe MAUl ... _ ..-I 1•
.".. lapIt .,1IIbo1 LMIt i. a p.nc nrlable ,.. data Blela Ia ..ad
la b.... COlD... ud lCIdre.ed by1ta lontlOlll d of ....... _.-c
....
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TABLE B.5 ANALYSIS INPUT DATA (Coat'd)
The input carda for user witten sabroatlaes are lD8ertect 11lto the iapa desk
after this aMJJ8is data. IFAM (aDd 1«>R8£) cal18 1N8COR from SOOKIN.
then returna to INPUT3 (may be INPUT or INPUT2 in some YlRSE 'fttl'a10D8>.
wbicb c:al1a USERN. USERN can be used for the input of addltlODal data for
other WIer written labroatiDe8.
B-.
APPENJIX C
IFAM Sample Problem
The IFAM sample problem was not chosen because it was the best
example of the types of problems for which IFAM should be used, but
because of the avaHabllity of experimental aDd ac.alytical data with
which to compare results. In addition, important features such as a
point source aDd point detector, the need to do biasing to get adequate
results in a reasonable time, and simplicity of the geometry were taken
into consideration. These features are present in the point source/
PCllnt detector configuration showra in Figure C-l. Another atttactivr
feature that hAs been used in testing IFAM is that data for many dlfferent
source/detector separations is available, 80 the difficulty of the trau-
port problem can be readily changed. At the same time, the amOUDt
of effort required to make these changes is minimum.
The BOurce for the eample point is a point isotropic flssion BO\D'Ce
located at (e, 0, 0). The detector is also isotropic, has a Henderson tlasue
doH response, and \s located at (0,0, Z), where Z is the sCNrce/
detE'ctor separation. Test cases have been run for Z = 150, Soo, 600,
and 1200 meters. Note that for the adjoint mode, the source ill located
at (0,0, Z), and the adjoint detector (or forward source) at (0,0,0).
The medium 111 the volume is uniform air at a density of 1. 11 grams
per Uter. Th. Jlsslon source spectrum, cross sectioas, and resJX)"
functlon ued are the same as those used for the bencbma1·t calcuJat10u
described in referer...ces 28 through 30, which were used to compare
rHUlta. Of COVH, allowance must be made for the fact lIIat the geometry
UHd in tbl8 sample problem is Jlnite, wblle the results 01 the abon
.itlerences are lor Inflnite geometrtes.
In order to obtaln spatial depeDdent ImJX)rtaDcx data, a Impartaace
repOll8 ..... clef1Ded u llluatrated in Flpre C-1. RePOM 1 ud I
C-l
are spheres centered about the source and detector, respectively. In
the radial direction, the overall cylindrical geometry wu divided into
an inside cylinder and an outside annular volume. In the axial direction,
five sectors were defined, one below the sou~·ce, one above the detector,
and three equally spaced between the source and detector. To consider
the angular dependence, both the inside cylindrical and outside annular
region were divided into quadrants for each axial sector. In this
manner, forty-two importance regions were defined. Energy aDd
angular Dues and importance data W811l ~t()l'ed for each region, U
described in Chapter 4. Tbe input card images, as listed by the
control stream of Figure A-3, is shown on pages C-4 through C-8.
Selected pages of the IFAM random walk and analysis output are
shown on pages C-9 through C- 53. Output from hath the forward and
adjoiDt modes are given.
C-z
zx
Figure C-l. Sample Problem Geometry
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APPENDIX D
Derivation of the Integral Emergent Adjunctoa
Density Equation
In Section 2.4 the integral emergent adjuncton density equation (2-117)
was developed by taking the adjoint of the value equation (2-112), then
requiring tI"lt adjunctions travel in the direction of the velocity vector
instead 0.' opposite to it. The MORSE code document (Ref. 11) also derives
this equation, but the notation which uses integral operators, difficult to
follow and sufficient editorial errors exists so that the validity of the
results are suspect on casual inspection. Thi~ appendix contains a para.llel
derivation to the one in the MORSE document, but the integral notation ha6
been dropped and a different appro~ch taken to obtain the adjuncton density
equations. Tile derivation begins with the definition of the two new
quantities, H (x', w) and G (x, W), which are denoted H (r, w, t) andg g g
G (r, w, t), respectivdy, in the MORSE document. '!)elining:
e
Hg(i,~) =1:: (x) )('" (i, w) (D-1:
R
...nei Hg(X,w) :: J~~ (x) e-[ 1: f (x+ R1 ;:') dR' Gg(X + Rw, w) dR. (D-2)
o
As pointed out in Reference 11, since x* (i, w) is a flux-like quantity,g
muUiplication by the cross section makes H (i, w) a type of eventg
density. Note that Equation D-2 differs from the definition given in the
MORSE document, although the exponential integral term is redefined in
the MORSE derivation to be consistent with Equation D-2.
Substitution of the following two equations from Section 2 into
Equation D-2 and rearranging certain terms produces Equation D-5:
(0-3)
D-l
R
)(; (i,w) =R~ (i,w) + s~rCi+Rw) e-IIrCx+R'w) dR'
a
~g(- - -,1-)~ f Is x+R w: w IW * _ __
"£-J g{_ - -) X (x+Rw,w) dR,( It x+Rw,w g
R
(X) I g{- -) '[ A..I x+ R'w dR 'f' - --
Hg{i,6J) = J I,f{x) e- t Rg (x+ Rw,w')
a
+If(x+Rw)L SIf'g(X+R6j: C::I~)
g' If{X+R~)
(D-4)
(D_ O.,.
Since the If(x + Rw ) terms cancel and the last term can be multiplied
and dlvided by If' (x+ R~, Equation 0-5 can be written as:
rt
H (- -) ra:g(_) - f If(x+ ~)dF.' [ ¢ - --gX,W =J ~ x eaR (x+Rw,tu)
o g
Comparison of Equations D-2 aDd D-6 shows that J g (i,t..)
can be written as:
(0-6)
D-2
The substitution of Equation 0-2 into 0-7 yields the Fredholm
integral equation of the second kind for Gg (x, c:-,) :
c/> 'J g..:.....g - -, -. ID ,G (i,~) = R (x,~) +~ Is (x;wlw) JIg(i)
g g cr' ~gl(i) t
~ kt 0
fR I
_t If (i+ R'w~dR' _ _/_, _,
e 0 Gg(x+ Rw,w )dRdw . (0-8)
The above equation is identical to Equation 2-116, which was derived
from the value equatiOn. Equations 0-6, D-7, and 0-8 ar~ the counter-
parts of Equations 88,89, and 90 in AppendiX A of Reference 11, ex-
v
cept that the collision operator, C , (r' ,O--cr ), has been
g' g.--g
defined by placing the It (i) - term outside of the summation over g'.
Also, the transport operator, Tg'(r-~r',n'), must be interpreted in the
sense of the definition given above Equation 88, and not in the sense
implied earlier by Equations 65 and 66. With these caveats, Equation
0-8 will also be called the adjoint emergent particle density. However,
it should be noted that Equation 0-8 is not mathematically adjoint to the
emergent particle density equation, since the kernels are not adjoint.
Comparison of Equation D -8 with Equation 2-92 reveals that
the adjoint emergent particle density equadon is nearly identical to the
emergent particle density equation, sa that the logic and coding used
to simulate the emergent pu-ticle density equation could be used to
simulate Equation 0-8 with some modification. The adjoint source,
R:(i, w), could be input in the same manner as the forward source,
Sg (i, w). The adjoint collision kernel can be calculated from the
input multigroup cross sections for forW'd.rd Monte Carlo calculations.
However, one troublesome aspect of Equation 0-8, as well as all
adjoint equation (2-110, 2-112, 2-116 arA 0-6) is the transport of
the adjoint particles in a direction opposUfI! to the direction vector, w'.
This is due to the fact that the transport step starts are i + Rw' and
terminates at x.
0-3
One method of overcoming this inconvenience is to define II
new quantity, Gg (i,e;,), where:
Cg(i,w) = Gg(i,-w) •
TIlen the integral :orm of Cg (i, ;;,) ls just:
,
~ J g-g - .. i -G (i,w) = R (i,-w) +~ 1:8 ~x: w , -w)
g g g" 1:t (x)
(D-9)
R ,
00 , S1:1 (- • -') ,f ~g() - t x+R ~ dR G- (- R' -. -')dRd-' (0 10)... -t x e 0 ~ x+ w , - w w. -
o
If the variable ot integration, iJ', is set to - w", and the source cerm,
R:(i,-(;.), is oofined by:
..",(- -) tP (- -)n g x,w =Rg x,- w ,
then,
?t .I. , J"g'--g - "
u (x,~) = A; (i,w) +~ -s (~-CLl 1- ~)
g' 1:t (X)
JR ,00.-, I g (x-R' ;:, "') emJI6 (.-) - t " (- R-"-")dRd-"• . t x e 0 u g x- w, w Ci) •
o
-*The integral over CAl, or any other dummy variable representing the
angular direction, is taken over non-naptlve definite increments.
Since the srobabiUty of scattering from - ~ to - ;;/' depends only on
the IlIIle between - i:J and -~"(u ..sumed in Section 2.1), then
, ,
t'1-I(- --, -) I,a-g(- -",-)
"'s x; -w 1-(a.I ~ I S;C&.l C&) •
D-4
(0-11)
(n-12)
(D-iS)
Thus, by changing the dummy variable ~" to ~' , Equation D-12 becomes
- - cP - - JI g~( - -'I - rD,G (x,w) = rt (x,w) +, S x;wlw)fI.g(i)
g g ~ t
g' 0
RJ g' - , - , - -, - -,- It (x-R w ) dR • G (x-Rcu , w') dRdw .e 0 g (D-13)
The above equation has the exact form as the emergent particle den-
sity equation~ and hence can be simulated by the sa:ne logic and coding
without any modification. Care must be taken in the application of
the a (i,w) simulations since all directions are reversed or in the op-
posite sense to the normal adjoint functions. Also, the adjoint sour(:e
term, :ft:(i,w), is reversed in direction to the physical response func-
tion, which must be taken into account for a non-isotropic response
function. This can be done very easily in the input.
A~ discussed in Reference 11 for Equation 93 in Append~xA,
Equation D-13, the counterpart to Equation 93, can be thought of as
the transport of psuedo-particles or adjunctons, which travel in the
"proper" direction. Comparison of these two equations is restricted
since the definition of the transport operator in Equation 93 is uncertain,
but it is assumed to be the same as in D-13, except for obvious
notation changes. In this case, the equations are the same, with
Reference 11 using the somewhat confuSing convention of a different
symbol for the angular direction variable to represent the change of
direction from the adjoint emergent particle density equation. Since
Equation 93 Is called the integral emergent adjuncton density, the
same name Will be used for D-13.
D-5
